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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

The short time frame of the licensing process was the impetus for the NRC to look for new ways to
streamline and organize its review of the license application. Because of the many potential uncertainties and the
short time frame within which those uncertainties must be resolved, the NRC decided to identify and resolve as
many questions as possible in advance of the actual review of the license application. To this end, the Program
Architecture (PA) process was established to provide a Systematic Regulatory Analysis (SRA) approach to
identifying regulatory requirements, their attendant potential uncertainties, and associated evaluation/resolution
methods (Figure 1-1).

The Program Architecture process serves as an analytical model of the statutes and regulations applicable
to the high level waste repository. Systematic Regulatory Analysis is performed on each applicable statute and
regulation, and individual regulatory requirements are identified. Then, the individual regulatory requirements are
further analyzed to derive what DOE must demonstrate, what methods of demonstration would be acceptable, and
what information would be required to support such demonstrations. Furthermore, the strategies and methods to
be used by NRC to determine the degree of DOE compliance with the regulatory requirements are developed and
documented. As uncertainties and/or information requirements are identified, they are documented and resolved.
The results of such analyses are stored in the Program Architecture Database (PADB), along with the related
regulatory requirements.

1.2 PURPOSE OF PASS AND THE PADB

The Program Architecture Support System (PASS) is a computer-based information system which supports
the input, output, and storage processes of the PADB which serves as a repository of the information developed
through the Program Architecture (PA) process. However, the intent of PASS and the PADB goes far beyond mere
storage and retrieval of information. PASS and the PADB are designed to capture both the information and data
relationships identified and documented through the Program Architecture, and to permit the user to easily traverse
these relationships while retrieving information.

PASS and the PADB must also document the thought processes by which conclusions were reached and
documented with references in the Program Architecture. Thus, PASS and the PADB are intended to serve as a
'collective memory of analytical thought and thought processes," an investigative and analytical tool, and a program
management tool. As such, PASS and the PADB will perform a vital support role for the NRC in the licensing
process. Some of the planned products of SRA are defined at this time and more will follow. Currently identified
products include:

* Basis for regulatory guidance provided to DOE
- Technical positions
- Rulemakings
- Regulatory guides

* Technical basis to reduce regulatory and technical uncertainties

* Compliance determination strategies based on:
- License Application Review Strategy
- Performance Assessment Review Strategy (if required)

* Compliance determination methods, including review criteria, that will comprise the License
Application Review Plan

I
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* Integrated regulatory and technical basis for review of site characterization documents

* Technical review components and information requirements for license application format and
content regulatory guide

The Program Architecture Support System (PASS) and the PADB will service the information needs of a
wide and diverse body of users within the NRC and the Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses (Center)
dunng the licensing and operation of the repository:

* Initially, the uses of PASS/PADB will be primarily analytical. Users will be accessing
PASS/PADB to determine what the regulations actually require and to document and address any
regulatory or institutional uncertainties.

* PASS/PADB will support the NRC in providing guidance to the DOE in terms of areas requiring
review and acceptable methods of compliance demonstration.

* PASS/PADB will provide support for the review of the license application to determine whether
DOE has demonstrated compliance with the regulatory requirements.

* PASS/PADB will support multiple views of the requirements, information and analytical structure
so that functional components of the repository may be directly related to applicable regulations.

* PASS/PADB will provide complete traceability of analyses, activities and communication from
regulatory requirements to compliance determination.

* PASS/PADB will function as a management tool by providing support for activities and schedules
related to information gathering, uncertainty reduction and the overall licensing process.

* PASS/PADB will ultimately serve as a litigation support tool, supporting the NRC legal staff in
hearing preparation.

1.3 OVERVIEW OF THE USER GUIDE

This User Guide is intended to give inexperienced users immediate access to tools that will support them
in their role of performing SRA. This document is Volume I of 4 volumes (See Figure 1-2) that are being
developed for PASS. The other three volumes cover integrated functions and data in PASS as follows:

Volume 2 - Document Indexing and Reviews
Volume 3 - Program Management and Reporting
Volume 4 - Contextual Search of Regulations/Rationale

This volume consists of the introduction and sections organized as follows:

Section 2.0 - PADB Structure. Contents, and Input Guidelines

This section gives the user insight into the database structure, record identification, and data field content.
The logical structure of certain records is described and all data fields are defined. Examples of the primary
contents of the database are included in figures. This section also provides guidance necessary for data entry into
the PADB using either batch or interactive processes and support guidelines.

3
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Section 3.0 - PASS Users. Concepts, Interface, and Primarv Functions

This section identifies the intended users and pnmary functions that the PASS and PADB support. It is
intended to convey the evolving nature of the database for varied users in paralleling the HLW program schedule
and activities. The PADB is only a framework at this time for the numerous types of queries and reports that
provide meaningful information during the ongoing preparation of SRA products. The graphical interface and
decisions regarding issues identified in a user survev and addressed in the design of Version 2.0 to position the
software for future enhancements are also discussed.

Section 4.0 - Ouick Guide to Browsing the PADB Using PASS

This section:

1. Defines the minimum requirements for workstations for PASS.

2. Provides logon procedures for the SwRI IBM 4381.

3. Permits the beginning user to browse through a single regulatory requirement
in the database or do a word search across the entire database and then select
and browse any of the regulatory requirements found in the search. This section
covers a limited set of PASS functions and is a guide for browsing and screen
displays only.

Section 5.0 - Advanced Guidelines for PASS

This section completes the guidance necessary for the user to:

1. Save files while browsing for downloading to the user workstation for further
use following the end of a PASS session.

2. Select and print reports using report menus and prescribed formats.

3. Describes additional PASS functions for searching, comparing, analyzing and
displaying information from the PADB.

Section 6.0 - Document References

A compilation of related documents beneficial for detailed understanding of the complete PASS/PADB is
provided in this section. The appendices contain definition and formats for the PADB data and reports.

1.4 ASSISTANCE FOR PASS USERS

It can be overwhelming to the beginning user of the PADB to begin without some insight into the potential
ways the PADB is expected to be used. First of all, mistakes can be made at your workstation which will not
damage PASS or the PADB. Secondly, the access to PASS and the PADB is restricted to only the NRC and
CNWRA staffs with user IDs since the database contains 'privileged data' in the HLW Program. Therefore, care
should be taken when data is displayed, saved, or printed for anyone other than yourself.

There are a number of ways we plan to support you as a user.

5



Help Key - PFI

This PF1 key, as defined for each screen display, can be pressed at any time during a PASS session to

jisplay definitions on the current display or to instruct you on your options for further processing.

Training

We plan to continue to offer group classroom training sessions with hands-on time for each user. This will

provide the proper background on the PADB and instructions on using the PASS User Guide to make you a
productive user and avoid unnecessary pitfalls.

Assistance

Assistance is available by telephone by calling our Help Desk at (512) 522-5258. Special one-on-one
training can be done by phone if planned in advance.

Feedback on PASS and the User Guide

Change request forms and problem reports will be provided as part of the Configuration Management and

Control of PASS Version 2.0. We encourage your use of both these forms to provide guidance for further

enhancements and to resolve any problems that are identified. These reports should be addressed to the IMS

secretary at the Center. Eventually, these forms will be accessible via the Configuration Management System and

PROFS.

1.5 DEVELOPMENT PLANS

The ongoing development of PASS must coincide with the evolving definition of SRA requirements and

related systems. Some of the features defined at this time to be incorporated in Version 3.0 of PASS are as follows:

* Expanded capabilities in the user interface and data presentation mechanisms

* Interface to NUDOCS

* Functional view of the data which will enable users to access regulatory data from the view of
functional components of the repository

* Status of database records loaded for improving communications between the CNWRA and NRC

team.

Related systems that interface directly to PASS such as the Document Indexing and Reviews, Program

Management and Reporting, and Contextual Search of Regulations and Rationale are being further developed along

with users guides.

6
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2.0 PROGRAM ARCHITECTURE DATABASE (PADB) STRUCTURE, CONTENT,
AND INPUT GUIDELINES

The results of systematic regulatory analysis are prepared and loaded into the database in accordance with
TOP-001 and its subordinate procedures. The PADB will become a very large and complex database with nearly
100 regulatory requirements identified at this time, with each requirement having multiple records and each record
having multiple data fields. A complete description of the PA process, PADB record structure, and definitions of
the data fields is contained in TOP-001 and its subordinate procedures which provide specific direction for
development of each PADB record. This section describes the basic PADB structure necessary for the beginning
user to get started using PASS.

2.1 PADB RECORD STRUCTURE AND LOGIC

2.1.1 PADB Record Relationships

The PADB record structure, shown in the shaded section of Figure 2-1, is comprised of both
vertically associated records in a hierarchical relationship, and honzontally associated records in a cross-link
relationship. The primary set of hierarchical records (Regulatory Requirements, Elements of Proof, and Technical
Review Components) designates 'What must be proven' (generally by DOE), and the cross linked Compliance
Determination methods with associated Uncertainties, Uncertainty Reduction Methods, and Information
Requirements designate 'How DOE Must Comply."

Each Regulatory Requirement record in the PADB has an index number assigned by the CNWRA.
It serves as an index to identify, relate, and retrieve regulatory requirements and associated PADB records. The
form for a Regulatory Requirement is always RRxxxx, where xxxx is a four-digit number with leading zeros, if
necessary. For other PADB records, the form is always RRxxxx/YYxxxx, where YY is a standard, two-letter code
for the type of record (e.g., EP for Individual Regulatory Element of Proof, UN for an individual uncertainty).
Appendix A contains the PASS identification codes for each record type in the PADB structure and a definition of
each record.

2.1.2 PADB Record Logic

Logic structures are developed for Regulatory Elements of Proof, Technical Review Components,
and Compliance Determination Methods. Graphic logic diagrams are prepared in two forms, as shown in Figure
2-2: a conventional boolean network format, and a binary format. The latter is the basis for input and display in
the PADB.

2.2 PADB RECORD DATA FIELDS AND CONTENT

2.2.1 Data Fields

Each record in the PADB, as shown in Figures 2-3a and 2-3b, contains a number of data fields.
These data fields comprise the content of information stored in the database.

7
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'.2.2 PADB Contents

The principal data fields are Regulations/Statutes, Record Headers, Record Text, Keywords, Text,
Comments and Observations, Rationale, and Document References. These provide information important to the

analysis process and to develop regulatory products from the results of the analyses. An example of each type of
data is displayed and discussed briefly on the following pages.

REGULATIONS/STATUTES

The primary regulations and statutes are loaded in full-text format after having been parsed to

accommodate relationships with regulatory requirements. The regulations and statutes are retrievable by keyword
as well as citation as indicated in Figure 24.

N�' IN, -00\1 %'2MSA800 TEXT FILE BROWSE FACILITY

© DISPLAY OF REGULATORY TEXT FOR INCLUDED CITATIONS

10 CFR 60
DISPOSAL OF HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES IN GEOLOGIC REPOSITORIES

Subpart B -- Licenses
License Applications
60.21 Content of application.

PAGE I

)rage
Aove

I-Hel

)(12) A description of plans for retrieval and alternate stc

of the radioactive wastes should the geologic repository pi
to be unsuitable for disposal of radioactive wastes.

-p 5-Save 7-PrevPg S-Next_Pg 12-End

INPUT ->

Figure 2-4 Regulations/Statutes

1.
2.
3.

Identifies the type of text being displayed.
Displays the text and citation number.
PF Keys:

PF1 - Invokes the help function.
PF5 - Invokes the work file save data facility
PF7 - Scrolls up through the data
PF8 - Scrolls down through the data
PF12 - Exit and return to previous screen

12
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RECORD HEADERS

Each record in the PADB has an identifvine header with data as shown in Figure 2-5. Important status and
control intormaLion are included to maintain the integrity ot the database.
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Figure 2-5 Record Headers

Displays the PASS ID and topic.
Displays the data for the selected PASS ID
PF Keys:

PF 1 - Invokes the help function.
PF 5 - Invokes the work file save data facility
PF 9 - Displays the input errors for the selected PASS ID
PF I - Exit and return to the previous screen
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KEYWORDS

Keywords (as shown in Figure 2-6) are determined through analysis for each record in the database. They may
he usen as a controlled vocabularv Lo conduct lull-text searches n the database.

..... .' a >N,,.svx .>NN'Y.. . ...- ".". ':: ..**::>aa'oi sx*:*:*vh 'NN... .... :.:">N'N>NNNNNNYN->. ..N N' - * . "

tt, S .'';A.'-,'' E. CR '-. 'k y;,N>

(I)RROC02 - RETRIE:ABILIT'' 5ASTE

0 ?3RETRIEV'ABILITY OF WASTE

WASTE RETRIEVAL

.w**-********w*************** SBOTTOM OF DATA **********************r******

P7- Son _U? 8-ScrlDN 12-End '

Figure 2-6 Keywords

I. Identifies the PASS ID and topic selected.
2. Identifies the current row number, and the total number of keywords.
3. Keyword listing
4. PF Kevs:

PF7 - Scrolls up through the list.
PF8 - Scrolls down through the list.
PF12 - Exit and return to previous screen.
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TEXT, COMMENTS, AND OBSERVATIONS

Text, comments, and observations significant to the user of the data in ongoing review and analysis are stored
along with the analyst's name and date as shown in Figure 2-7.

!;2' ,J..YSA800 TEXT FILE BROWSE FA5'L1TY PAGE I
RR3005 - PROHIBITED DISCRIMINATION

REGULATORY REQUIREMENT COMMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS - RR3005

The full text of the Atomic Energy Act, even though

referenced in 10CFR60.9(a) and (a)(3), was not considered

& as related because its relationship to RR3005 lacks useful
specificity and detail.

J.P.Hageman 08/23/89

Permanent closure is included as an applicable time period

because the fNotice to Employeesn is required by i iCFR6o.9(e) to

be posted for 30 days after license termination which occurs

PF 1-Help 5-Save 7-PrevPg 8-Next Pg 12-End

XCOMMAND INPUT ->X

Figure 2-7 Text, Comments, and Observations

1. Displays PASS ID and topic.
2. Identifies the type of text.
3. Displays selected text.
4. PF Keys:

PF1 - Invokes the help function.
PF5 - Invokes the work file save data facility.
PF7 - Scroll up through text.
PF8 - Scroll down through text.
PF12 - Exit and return to previous screen.
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RA TIONALE

The rationale (as shown in Figure 2-8) tar Including and exciudingz related regulations is stored to document
*Icsions made dunne analysis by the analyst on a Liven date.

j , . : __ ~...... :k:k:-0k000 u... .

V'A800 ?'AGEROUSE f - PACE %y X X 1RROOu2 - RETRIEVABILITY CF 'AS TE

2 RATIONALE FOR INCLUSION OF CITATION - 'OCFR60 Ill (3) 1)

This is the only text in IOCFR60 which deals solely and generally
with retrieval. Other texts either deal with retrieval along

..j? with other subjects in the course of addressing another major

issue, or they refer to only limited aspects of retrieval, such as
as the design of openings in the underground facility, or

radiation standards for restricted areas. This text mentions or
implies engineering design, radiation safety, performance
confirmation, retrieval schedule, backfilling, and permanent
closure, which are the major 'issues involved in retrieval.

O PF 1-Help 5-Save 7-PreyPg S-Next Pg 12-End

<'i~ OOSM.MuD INPUT -> .;

Figure 2-8 Rationale

1. Identifies the PASS ID and topic.
2. Identifies the type of text.
3. PF Keys:

PFI - Invokes the help function.
PF2 - Invokes the work file save facility.
PF7 - Scrolls up through the text.
PF8 - Scrolls down through the text.
PF12 - Exit and return to the previous screen.
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DOCUMENT REFERERNCES

Documents ias shown in Figure 2-9i are referenced v here applicable to the analysis contained in a record. This
Permits tne user to have the option ot accssine the Document Indexing and Review System and retrieve the
retcrenccd document via hardcopv or full-text it available in the NJ'UDOCS.

1211 *^_DIJir~' DCCUMEN. S_'_- D TISPTAY ROW L IF

_nther an 'S' to Select and press ENTER to Select ONE entry:

-_198511D40003 NO AUTHOR, 1983. STAFF 'ALYSIS OF PUBLIC COMMENTS ON
PROPOSED RULE iOCFR60. 'DISPOSAL OF HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE
.'ASTES IN GEOLOGIC REPOSITORIES" (APPENDICES), U.S. "N

N'UCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION, NUREG-0804. Pages: l1 - ll

*x*************.************** 3BOTTOM OF DATA 9******************************w

NI:

PF 1-Help 7-ScrlUP 8-Scrl DN 12-End

Figure 2-9 Document References
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2.3 BATCH INPUT GUIDELINES USING "TEMPLATES"

The detailed activities conducted during SRA and PADB development are covered in Center procedures.
Specifically, TOP-001 provides the direction for the integration of those procedures in the implementation of SRA.
Figure 2-10 (Program Architecture Development and Maintenance) depicts the integrated process. The WSE&I
Element Manager directs the selection of regulatory requirement topics for SRA, in accordance with approved
Operations Plans or other direction from the NRC, and assigns them to the appropriate Element Manager. The
Element Manager conducts SRA on assigned topics in accordance with TOP-001 series instructions. As SRA
information is developed for a specific topic, SRA Synopses (example in Figure 2-11) are prepared in accordance
with the appropriate TOP-001 seriers instruction to support the eventual loading of SRA information into the PADB.

A Logic Structure Diagram is prepared for Regulatory Element of Proof Sets (PS), and Technical Review
Component Sets (TS) which contain an 'OR' logic relationship and other records, such as Compliance
Determination Methods (CDM), as required. Logic Structure Input Forms (Figure 2-12) are prepared in order to
document the logical relationships between elements of SRA data in a format that can be used in the database
program. These Logic Structure Input Forms allow the proper binary logic relationships to be entered into the
PADB and also serve as a means of verifying the logic structure as it is ultimately produced in the PADB. Figure
2-12 is included to serve as an example of the format for a logic structure input form.

The analysts will prepare the data in a synopsis format originated by WSE&I (an example is in Figure 2-
11). This information will be given to the person doing the loading. Once the person doing the loading gets the
information he/she will load the data in the DW4 input files. The steps in entering data for input to PASS using
DW4 on a personal computer are as presented in the following section.

2.3.1 Minimum Workstation Requirements for Creating a Data File (Synopsis Format) using
DisplayWrite4 (DW4)

Be sure that you have a copy of DW4 on your PC. To run DW4 on your PC you need:

* DOS 2.1 or 3.2.

* A minimum of 310Kb of memory on a fixed-disk system or a minimum of 341Kb of
memory on a diskette-based system for DW4.

* A fixed-disk system or dual diskette-based system.

Note: DW4 runs on the IBM PC, XT, AT, IBM 3270 PC, and IBM convertible.

2.3.2 Formatting the DW4/Synopsis Format Data File in PASS Data File

Load the files in a FORMS subdirectory on your hard disk as follows:

* Place the diskette containing the input forms in your A drive.

* Change directory to the forms directory

cd\forms

* Copy all the files on the diskette to the forms directory

C:\FORMS>copy a:*.*
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NRC
CENTER WSE&I

CONTRACTUAL
DIRECTION QAP-002,

SELECT ITEMS QAP-008
FOR PA PREPARE

DEVELOPMENT/ PROCEDURES
MAINTENANCE P-OO1,-STEP-5.4

TOP-001, STEP 5.4
TOP-001, STEP 5.3

CENTER/NRC
ELEMENTS

COAM

ASSIGN
ANALYSTS

TOP-001, STEP 5.5

CENTER/NRC
i F ELEMENTS

APPROPRIATE
NRC/CENTER TOP,

QAP-002

DEVELOP PA
DOCUMENT

TOP-001, STEP 5.6

CENTER/NRC
ELEMENTS

QAP-002,
NRC

PROCEDURES

. PA DOCUMENT
REVIEW,

COMMENT
RESOLUTION

TOP-001, STEP 5.7
TOP-001, STEP 5.7

Figure 2-10 - Program Architecture Development and Maintenance
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REGULATORY REQUIREMENT SYNOPSIS

[TOPIC OF THE REGULATORY REQUIREMENT]

REQUIREMENT

Regulatory Requirement Citation(s)
[Included Regulatory Text only - see TOP-001-02, pg. A5, fourth paragraph]

Primary Regulatory Text Citation [see TOP-001-02, Sec 3.5a, pg A14]

[Citation in non-std formatl [Revision date]

Potential Uncertainty [see TOP-001-02, Sec 14a and 14c, pg A106]

PASS Identification Number: RRxxxx/UN0001
Topic: [see TOP-001-02, Sec 14c, pg A1061

Associated Regulatory Text Citation(s) [see TOP-001-02, pg. A5, fourth paragraph, and Sec 3.5a, pg. A14]

* listed in alphanumeric order of citations
* proper use of *
* revision date included for statutes and regulations

[First citation in non-std format] [Revision date]

[Second citation in non-std format] [Revision date]

Potential Uncertainty [see TOP-001-02, Sec 14a and 14c, pg A106]

PASS Identification Number: RRxxxx/UN0002
Topic: [see TOP-001-02, Sec 14c, pg A106]

[Third citation in non-std format] [Revision date]

Referenced Regulatory Text Citation(s) [see TOP-001-02, pg. A5, fourth paragraph, and Sec 3.5a, pg A14]

* listed in alphanumeric order of citations
* citations in nonstandard format
* proper use of *
* revision date included for statutes and regulations

[First citation] [Revision date]

Figure 2-11 - Example Synopsis Format (Partial Only)
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ELEMENT LINKAGE INPUT FORM (07/16/90)

> > > (G2. 1) FORMAT: < LINKAGE. V05)

> > >(G2.2) ANALYST NAME: < > < > < >

> > >(G2.3) SUBMISSION DATE: < > ' < > / < >

> > >(G2.4) REVISION DATE: < > ' < > / < >

> > >(G2.5) INPUT FILE NAME: < >

> > >(G2.6) INPUT FILE VERSION (EXTENSION): < >

> > >(G9.1) ELEMENT LINKAGE AND LOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS:

LEFT LOGICAL
ARGUMENT IDB OPERATOR

RIGHT
ARGUMENT ID

PARENT
ELEMENT ID

Figure 2-12 - Logic Structure Input Form
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Perform the following steps in DW4 using the standard instructions from the DW4 manual:

* Select I to Create Document.

* Enter the name of your file.

The name of each file should correspond to the ID number on the PASS Data File along
with a 3-letter extension. If the ID number is 6 characters in length then the file name
should be the 6 characters. If the ID number is 13 characters in length then the file name
should correspond to the last 6 characters. The data elements for each particular RR
should all be saved on the same diskette. Make sure each data element has its own file
and that the file name and extension on the PASS Data File (G2.5 and G2.6) corresponds
to the actual file name of the document.

Example:ID NUMBER - RROOOI
FILE NAME - a:RROOO1.xxx

(xxx represents the file extension which is usually a revision number
Ex: R03. See Analyst to obtain correct revision number.)

ID NUMBER - RROOO1/EPO100
FILE NAME - a:EP0100.xxx

* Select F5 to get the Functions menu.

* Select option 2 to 'Get" the PASS Data File desired.

* Enter the name of the PASS Data File desired.

* Start entering your data in the PASS Data File.

* Pull the data from the synopsis directly into the PASS Data File by doing the following:

* Select F5 to get the Functions menu.

* Select option 2 to 'Get" the synopsis file desired.

* Enter the name of the synopsis file desired and the page number you want to
pull in. Delete any extra information on the page you do not want.

* After your DW4 input form is complete you are ready to go to the next step.

2.3.3 Converting the DW4 (PASS Data) File to ASCII

To convert the file to ASCII and save the DW4 file:

* Make sure you are at the very top of the document before you do ASCII conversion
(you can do this quickly by selecting F6 to Search, 4 to Go To Page, then enter page
number 1 to position at top of file).

* Within the document type Ctrl-F4 to get NOTEPAD menu.
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* Select option 5 (ASCII copy to file).

* Select F6 to Search.

* Select option 4 to Go To Page.

* Enter page number 999 and press enter to position at end of file.

* When positioned at end of file press enter to get ASCII copy to file menu.

* Enter the drive and the file name, such as, a:\rr0035\epOlOO.asc.

The name of the ASCII file should be the same as the original file except the file extension should
be changed to ASC. The ASCII version of the file should be stored on the same diskette in the subdirectory of
the appropriate RR (e.g., Subdirectory RR0035). The ASCII version of the linkage input form should always be
lkOOOl .asc.

Example: FILE NAME - A:EPO100.R03
ASCII VERSION - A:\RR0035\EPOIOO.ASC

* Press enter to save the converted ASCII file.

* Press F2 to begin exit from DW4.

* Select option I to End and Save DW4 version of the document.

* Press enter to exit.

2.3.4 Transferring Converted ASCH Files to the Mainframe

* Make sure the following files are on your C drive:

RR.BAT NC.BAT
EP.BAT NS.BAT
PS.BAT IR.BAT
RC.BAT RA.BAT
TS.BAT AR.BAT
UN.BAT LK.BAT

If they are not then contact a member of the IMS staff to put them on for you.

* Press Alt-Esc to toggle over to the mainframe.

* Logon to the mainframe (PC must have 3270 subdirectory with SEND command stored
in it and userid must be authorized to write in the database).

* Type PASF to get to the CNWRA Main Menu.

* Exit from main menu by pressing F12 to get to a blank screen
(Ready/Running).
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* Press Alt-Esc again to toggle back to the PC.

* At the C prompt type the following command depending on what type of element you are
transferring and press enter (make sure the diskette with the ASCII versions in the
RRxxxx subdirectory is inserted in your A drive):

Regulatory Requirement (RRnnnn)-- RRxxxx
a: \rr0035\rr0035.asc RR 0035

Element of Proof (EPnnnn) -- EPxxxx xxxx
a:\rr0035\epOlOO.asc EP 0100 0035

Element of Proof Set (PSnnnn) -- PSxxxx xxxx
a:\rr0035\psOOOl.asc PS 0001 0035

Technical Review Component (RCnnnn) -- RCxxxx xxxx
a:\rr0035\rcOOOl.asc RC 0001 0035

Technical Review Component Set (TSnnnn) -- TSxxxx xxxx
a:\rr0035\tsOOOl.asc TS 0001 0035

Uncertainty (UNnnnn) -- UNxxxx xxxx
a:\rr0035\unOOOl.asc UN 0001 0035

Compliance Determination Method (NCnnnn) -- NCxxxx xxxx
a:\rr0035\ncOlOO.asc NC 0100 0035

Compliance Determination Strategy (NSnnnn) -- NSxxxx xxxx
a:\rr0035\nsOOOl.asc NS 0001 0035

Information Requirement (IRnnnn) -- IRxxxx xxxx
a:\rr0035\irOOOl.asc IR 0001 0035

Uncertainty Reduction Method (RAnnnn) -- RAxxxx xxxx
a:\rr0035\raOOOl.asc RA 0001 0035

Alternate Uncertainty Reduction Method (ARnnnn) -- ARxxxx xxxx
a:\rr0035\arOOOl.asc AR 0001 0035

Linkage (LKnnnn) -- LKxxxx
a:\rrO035\LkOOOl.asc LK 0035

The RR and the LK commands are the only two commands that just require the RR number after
the command.

(The following Section 2.3.5 is for information purposes only, since it has been automated for data loading
computing.)

2.3.5 Loading the files into the PASS Database

Only authorized users assigned by WSE&I management with 'write" privileges for PASS can load
PASS data files into the PADB.
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To load the files into the PASS database:

* You can load all the files of one particular data element type or you can load all element
types at one time

* To load the individual data element types run the appropnate load program for the type
of data element you want to load by typing one of the following at the Ready prompt:

Regulatory Requirement (RRnnnn) -- V2RRQ100

Element of Proof (EPnnnn) -- V2EOP100
Element of Proof Set (PSnnnn) -- V2EPS100
Technical Review Component (RCnnnn) -- V2TRC100
Technical Review Component Set (TSnnnn) -- V2TRS100
Uncertainty (UNnnnn)-- V2UNC100
Compliance Determination Method (NCnnnn) -- V2CDM100
Compliance Determination Strategy (NSnnnn) -- V2CDS100
Information Requirement (IRnnnn) -- V21RQ100
Uncertainty Reduction Method (RAnnnn) -- V2URM100
Alternate Uncertainty Reduction Method (ARnnnn) -- V2AUR100
Linkage (LKnnnn) -- V2NAV610

* To do a batch loading of all element types then type V2MSA400 at the ready prompt

* To do an overnight batch loading type 'test' at the ready prompt before you leave and
V2MSA400 will begin loading at 00:05 in the morning (check with IMS staff before
trying this to make sure the appropriate program is on your userid)

The load procedure will print out a line-numbered listing of each ASCII file and its associated error
message report.

These products are then subjected to technical and programmatic reviews by persons selected by
the Element Manager in accordance with QAP-002. This review is conducted to verify the technical accuracy,
editorial correctness, adequacy and completeness, as well as programmatic acceptability, of the SRA data. It is vital
in that it is the most thorough technical review this data will receive.

2.3.6 Standard Report and Synopsis Report

PASS Version 2.0 provides access to printed reports through two primary options. Users
can either print a report from the Report Menu or by going through navigation. Option A (report menu) should
be selected if the user only needs to print the report and does not need to view any other data or the navigation
diagram. Option A provides direct access to the synopsis report by pass id. Option B provides access to the
synopsis report through the navigation diagram. Option B should be used when a user needs to work with the data
through the navigation diagram and view it on the screen as well as printing a report.

Option A: Use if you know the pass id and only need to print the report.

Select PF8 Systematic Regulatory Analysis from the CNWRA Main Menu.
Select PF10 Report Menu from the SRA Main Menu.
Select the standard report type or synopsis report from the Report Menu.
Enter the pass id to be printed.
Select Font G on the font selection panel.
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Option B: Use if you know the RR pass id and need to work from the navigation diagram.

Select PF8 Systematic Regulatory Analysis from the CNWRA Main Menu.
Select PF4 Select Data Element by pass ID from the SRA Main Menu.
Enter the pass id and press PF2 to display the navigation diagram.
For a standard report, select the boxes to print by moving the cursor over the boxes and
pressing enter, or by clicking the left mouse button.
Select Reports from the Action Bar.
Select PF2 Standard Report for Selected Record(s) or PF4 Synopsis Report.
Select Font G on the font selection panel.

2.3.7 Element of Proof Plot

Select PF8 Systematic Regulatory Analysis from the CNWRA Main Menu.
Select PF1O Report Menu from the SRA Main Menu.
Select PF4 Regulatory Elements of Proof Hierarchy Diagram (PLOT)
Enter the pass id of the RR to be plotted.
Select Reports from the Action Bar.
Load paper in computer room plotter, paper size should be determined based on the
number of boxes to be plotted.
Press PF9 Regulatory Element of Proof Hierarchy Diagram.

Figure 2-13 is an example of a REOP Hierarchy Diagram.

2.3.8 Enter PADB/QA Flag in PADB

Certified SRA products are released to the PADB by the WSE&I Element, and change
control is initiated.

3a2
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3.0 PASS USER CONCEPTS, INTERFACE, AND PRIMARY FUNCTIONS

The PASS users will be limited to staff members of the CNWRA and NRC DHLWM, OGC, and Research.
They include management, technical and legal disciplines, each with varied purposes in the HLW program at

different points in time on the schedule for the repository. Therefore, as the development of PASS proceeds, staff
thinking continues to undergo significant evolution and maturation.

3.1 PASS USER CONCEPTS

A user survey and requirements definition was performed prior to development of Version 2.0, since there
were major issues following Version 1.0 (Proof of System) regarding restructuring of the database model to include
the cross link from 'What must be demonstrated' to 'How they will be demonstrated." Additionally, some of the
more conventional requirements, such as classes of users, types of access, and plans for the CNWRA to team with
the NRC in the development, maintenance, and use of PASS needed further definition. A plan for the user interface
was established to give the user much improved views of the complex data structure and content. The development
of Version 2.0 has addressed these critical issues to better assure that accurate estimates of PA/PASS resources and
schedules can be met in supporting major program areas already mentioned. Two guiding principles are being
followed:

* The rules for restructuring the database must be consistent with the plan for maintaining and using
the information.

* The user requirements must be considered in their entirety for all classes of users and levels of
information usage to avoid further restructuring of the database in the future.

3.2 PASS USER INTERFACE

The plan for the user interface in Version 2.0 was determined to include graphics, as well as textual
displays supported primarily by the mainframe processor. This decision was made under constraints by the NRC
to use existing proven technology for reasons of standardization, support capabilities, and available resources at
that time. It was realized that Version 2.0 would give appreciable enhancements in user-friendliness as a result of
implementing the graphical user interface and provisions for saving and downloading data to the workstation for
more specific formatting and merging of the data with other reports, etc.

In the software design of Version 2.0, modularization has also been achieved to position properly for
development of a multi-tasking workstation interface in Version 3.0 at the appropriate time. The multi-tasking
operating systems available for workstations today include graphics plus the much needed multiple window displays
for comparing, cutting, and pasting of textual data. Thus, Version 3.0 will permit cooperative processing between
the mainframe and workstation for improved response time as a result of multi-tasking operations on the workstation
being performed in parallel and off-loaded from the mainframe.

It is expected that use of Version 2.0 will aid in the determination of further definition of classes of users
requiring and justifying additional capabilities in the user interface.
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3.3 PRIMARY USER FUNCTIONS

3.3.1 Searches Using Keywords

There are three ways to search and retneve data records usingz PASS and the PADB. The PASS
identitfir may he used. kevv.ords may be entered to search the entire database and a PASS identifier for a regulatorv
req.uirement. Figure 3-1 shows the screen display for searches which are descnbed below.

A.
2('.WD800 SEARCH FOR SRA RECORDS ROW 1 OF 2

A-ND FOR 1

7N 2 FIELD

(IF 3 RECORDS

4 . RECORD(s) SELECTED BY THIS QUERY

'A' to insert AFTER, 'B' to insert BEFORE, 'C' to CHANGE, or 'D' to DELETE)

i SEARCH ( erosion and quaternary ) 36 HITS
2 AND ( adverse ! 121 HITS

g **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *

?F 1-HELP 5-RESET 6-VIEW -UP 8-DOWN 12-END

@t , _ > 07/23/91 13:55x&

Figure 3-1 Search for Keywords in SRA Records

1. Entry line for keyword to search for.
2. OPTIONAL - entry line for specific FIELD to limit the search.
3. OPTIONAL - entry line for type of RECORD to limit the search.
4. Displays the number of records found for the search after search is executed.
5. Displays the list of previous search requests.

6. PF Kevs:
PFI - Invokes help function.
PF5 - Resets and erases all previous search requests.
PF6 - View the topics of all selected records.
PF7 - Scroll up through the list of search requests.
PF8 - Scroll down through the list of search requests.
PF12 - End and return to SRA Main Menu.
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3.3.2 Topic Lists for Selecting Navigation or Data Diagrams

Following the keyword search or a search using PASS Identifiers, a list of regulatory requirement
ecord topics will be displayed. The list can be scrolled up or down to select a topic for displaying a data diagram

or nai 2atlon' diagram. Figure 3-2 shows the screen display for a topic list which is described below.

10l ;2NAV502 LST 0F SE;_--D RECORDS (ZROW I CF ?

Ener an 'S' for Data Displav Ciagram or an 'N' to Navigate and press
ENTER to select ONE entry'

g ~~PASS-ID TOPIC

| RRooO2 RETRIEVABIL1TY OF WASTE

RR0002/EP0300 DESIGN FOR WASTE RETRIEVAL - OTHER RETRIEVABILITY PERIOD

i 3PF 1-Help 5-Save 7-ScrlUP 8-Scrl DN 12-End

Figure 3-2 List of Selected Records

This panel displays the topics of the results of the keyword search.

1. Entry line for choice of 'S' to display data diagram or 'N' to navigate.
2. Displays the current record number and the total number of records found.
3. PF Keys:

PF1 - Invokes help function.
PF5 - Saves the result of the search to a work file.
PF7 - Scroll up through the list of topics.
PF8 - ScroUl down through the list of topics.
PF12 - End and return to previous screen.
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3.3.3 Database Navigation

Database Navigation is the process by which the user moves between the individual records that
are associated with a Regulatory Requirement. The system presents a diagram showing the hierarchy and logical
relationships of the records. Functions are provided to zoom in or out, to pan left or right, to specify an area that
should fill the screen, to concentrate on only those records derived from a particular record, and to save and restore
viewing positions.

The records that make up the Requirement are displayed as colored blocks linked vertically by lines
showing the hierarchical (or Parent/Child) relationships. A double horizontal line is used to designate the highest
level horizontal (or cross link) relationship between the Element of Proof Set record and the Compliance
Determination Set Strategy record (lower level horizontal links are not shown for clarity of presentation). Dashed
horizontal lines are used to display logical relationships between sibling records: yellow, short dashed lines indicate
'OR" relationships and magenta, long dashed lines indicate 'AND' relationships.

Individual records are shown as blocks color-coded to represent the type of record. This is to aid
recognition when there are a large number of records and the blocks are very small in size. The blocks are coded
in the following scheme:

Yellow Regulatory Requirement
Mustard Element of Proof Set
Green Individual Element of Proof
Blue Technical Review Component Set
Purple Individual Technical Review Component
Red Uncertainty
Magenta Compliance Determination Strategy
Orange Individual Compliance Determination Method
Grey Uncertainty Reduction Method Analyses
Brown Alternate Uncertainty Reduction Method
Yellow Information Requirements
White Placeholder Nodes

In addition, whenever a record is selected, it changes from its data-type-specific color to cyan.

When the user wishes to examine the data in a particular record, he or she will select a record by
moving the cursor over the block for that record and pressing the Enter key (or by clicking the left mouse button).
Selecting the 'DATA-DIAG" action bar item will display the Data Field Selection Diagram for that record (see
3.3.4). Exiting the Data Field Selection Diagram will return the user to the Database Navigation Diagram.

Figure 3-3 shows the screen display for a database navigation diagram which is described below.

Certain functions are available by either pressing a function key (PF Key) or by selecting that
function with the cursor from the PF Key Bar at the bottom of the display. The following standard PF Key functions
are available:

PF1 HELP Selecting PF1 displays help for the Navigation Diagram.

PF2 CANCEL-SEL Returns any selected records to the unselected state.

PF3 TOPIC Displays topic(s) for selected record(s). The user must select one or more
records prior to invoking the topic function.
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PF4 WINDOW

PF5 ZOOM-OUT

PF6 ZOOM-IN

PF7 UP

PF8 DOWN

Allows the user to select a specific portion of the diagram to examine in detail.
After invoking this function, the user indicates opposite diagonal corners for the
area he wishes to fill the screen.

Shrinks the view of the diagram (moves the user further away) by a factor of
two.

Enlarges the view of the diagram (moves the user closer) by a factor of two.

Moves the view of the diagram up by a factor of one half.

Moves the view of the diagram down by a factor of one half.

PF9 ALL

PF10 LEFT

PF11 RIGHT

PF12 END

Shrinks the view of the diagram (moves the user further away) so that all of the
records are visible.

Moves the view of the diagram left by a factor of one half.

Moves the view of the diagram right by a factor of one half.

Exits from the Database Navigation Diagram.

Another set of functions is represented on the action bar. These functions are invoked by selecting
the appropriate action bar item with the cursor or mouse. The following action bar functions are available:

DATA-DIAG

SUB-BRANCH

HORIZONTAL

SAVE-VIEW

DATA FIELD SELECTION DIAGRAM - After selecting one record in the diagram, this
function displays the Data Field Selection Diagram appropriate for the type of record
selected, enabling the user to examine the data for that record.

DISPLAY SUB BRANCH - After selecting one record in the diagram, this function
zooms the diagram such that the selected record is at the upper center and all the records
descended from the selected record are displayed.

NAVIGATE HORIZONTAL - After selecting one record in the diagram, this function
moves the view of the diagram such that the record linked horizontally to the selected
record is displayed in the same screen position that the selected record had appeared.

Saves the description of the current view of the diagram so that the user may return to
that view after intermediate navigation. Saving the current view replaces any previously
saved view.

GET-VIEW Recalls a previously saved view of the diagram.

CLEAR-VIEW Erases a previously saved view of the diagram.

REPORTS Displays a menu of reports that may be run for the requirement that the user is
navigating.
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3.3.4 Data Diagram Field Selection, Viewing and Reporting

The Data Diagrams provide menus for the user to select data fields for display as shown in Figure
3-4. There are menus specific for each of the record types: Regulatory Requirement, Regulatory Element of Proof
Set, Individual Regulatory Element of Proof, etc. This displays to the user the specific fields or pieces of data that
make up that record type.

Menu items are displayed as color coded blocks with a text field identifying the field name.
Selectable menu items are displayed with green text on a black background. Non-selectable menu items are displayed
with white text on a black background. When the user selects a menu item (by moving the cursor over the menu
item and hitting enter or by clicking the left mouse button) the box changes to black text on a cyan background to
verify that a selection has been made. The user then selects an action to be performed by selecting an Action Bar
item or a PF Key item. When the user wishes to examine the data in a particular field, he or she will select a
record by moving the cursor over the block for that record and hitting the Enter key (or by clicking the left mouse
button). Selecting the 'VIEW' action bar item will display that data.

In general, non-selectable menu items are dependent upon the user selecting a parent menu item
(and perhaps performing some selection). For example, to view the Technical Document Index (TDI) References
for the Comments and Observations field of the Regulatory Requirement record, the user must first select the
Comments and Observations Text menu item. The Comments and Observations box changes to black text on cyan
to indicate that menu item has been selected and the TDI References menu item changes from white text to green
text indicating that it is now selectable. Selecting the TDI References menu item and then selecting the 'VIEW'
Action Bar item produces a display of both the Comments and Observation text and the TDI References for those
Comments and Observation.

The user may invoke several functions by either pressing the function key (PF Key) for that
function or by selecting that function with the cursor from the PF Key Bar at the bottom of the display. The
following PF Key functions are available:

PF1 HELP Selecting PF1 displays help for the Navigation Diagram.

PF12 END Exits from the Data Selection Diagram.

Another set of functions is represented on the action bar. These functions are invoked by selecting
the appropriate action bar item with the cursor or mouse. The following action bar functions are available:

VIEW After selecting one or more records in the diagram, this function displays the data for
those fields.

REPORTS Displays a menu of reports that may be run for the record that the user is displaying.
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33.35 Saving Data. Printing, and Downloading

Dunng the course of browsing the database or marking very specific quenes for selected records.
the data dsisjlaved may he saved, printed. and/or downloaued. The pnrmary tunctions are descnbed beiow in
reference to the screen dispiaw mnenu snown in Figure 3-5 anu are descntbed in more detaii in Section 5.4.

.- MSA813 'ATA EAVE OPTIONS , '22 1 99

T.e currenr name o. :he worK rile is -",SS iOAWORK A

@ ~~~~~2
P 2 -> ''IEW THE WORK F-LE

F -> PRINT THE W;ORK FIL'E

-> RENAME THE CURRENT wORK FILE

PF -> SAVE THE CURRENT DATA T3 THE 2CRK FILE

OF S -> USE A NEW WORK FILE

OPF -> ERASE THE WORK FILE

PF 8 -> SELECT ROUTING OF PRINTED REPORT

PF 9 -> DISPLAY A LIST OF THE WORK FILES

?F I-Help 12-End

Figure 3-5 Data Save Options

1. The current work file ID is displayed at the top of the screen.
PF Keys:
PF1

PF2
PF3

PF4

PF5

PF6

PF7
PF8
PF9
PF12

- Displays a help screen.
- Displays the current work file so you can page through it to look at the entire file.
- Prints out a copy of the current work file. Before choosing PF-3 you should select PF-8

to select which printer you would like to print on.
- C~hanges the name of the current work file. If selected, you will be prompted to enter

the new file name.
- Saves the current data to the current work file. Each time you save new data to the same

work file it is appended to the bottom.
- Selects a different file. If selected, you will be prompted to enter the file name of the

file that you would like to work with.
- Erases the current work file.
- Displays a list of printers for you to choose which one you would like to print on.
- Displays a list of all the work files.
- Exits this menu and returns to the previous screen.
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3..6 Reports Menu

There w1ill be a growinL list ot tormatted raoorts tor selection from a menu such as that shown

.n F vure 3-4) available to the user. Nlechanisms tor teeuback are in place to assure that any user desiring a specific

:ormat t()r a report ot data included in the database Ban submit a request tor chanites or download the data and

ornmat their own report. Other options ior usini the reports menu are described in Section 5.5.

:ZN't ''.AVO2O SR-A REPORTS >'.EN '7,'23,91 31:00

1F ' > PASS E'EMENT STkNDARD REPOR-

F -> REGULATORY LEYENT 3' ?OCF -KER.ARCI-fY DIAGRAM (PLOT)

3 RF 7 -> REGULATCRY REOUIRL4YENT --'05& REPORT

MF ->

4N1Ik 4 RF -> SELECT ROUTING OF PRINTED REPORTS

RF1I -7 >

PF I-rHelp 12-End

Figure 3-6 SRA Reports Menu I

SRA Reports Menu I

1. Select PF2 to print a standard report.

2. Select PF4 to plot the Regulatory Element of Proof Hierarchy Diagram.

3. Select PF6 to print the Regulatory Requirement Synopsis Report.

4. Select PF9 to select routing and printed reports.

5. Select PF12 to exit.

If you select PF9 on the SRA Reports Menu, you will get the SRA Report Output Selection Screen (V21CS700)

shown in Figure 3-7. From this screen you can choose whether you want to print to a file or to a printer. When

you press PF12 to exit this screen. you will get the routing selection for printed output screen (V2MSA950) shown

in Fiuure 3-8. From this screen you can select which printer you would like to print on.
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::I S 7; RA REFORT ETPT _LTIN >yR; - 2 31 1 L

.. ,< _ ;NTER 3ELOW A DESTINATION FOR YOrUR REPORTS

i ?- O PRINT REPORTS TO THE PRINTER

-2~ - 2ORINT TO A FI7E FOR PREVIEW ON SCREEN BEFORE PRINTING

I :U~-1_TPUT TY~PE SELECTION 22

3

N PP 1~-Help 12-End

Ficure 3-7 SRA Report Output Selection Screen

1. Select PF1 for help.
2. Select to print to the printer or to print to a tile.
3. Select PF6 to exit.
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ROLTING SELECTION FOR PRINTED OUTPU'T

.V.', 2MSA95O ROUTING SELECTIN OP F0RLrR'';TED 0'5/25;390

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.A> )' P F ' -> iYSTEM PRINTER - SwRI

. 7PF. -> LASER PRINTER - .4WRA ;ASHIN'CTON OFFICE

7 < ?_ -> LASER PRINTER - _'r"RA

:,a ?F S -> ^ch FL OOR - A{ITE FLINT 3UILD1ING

\ PF 1-Help 12-End

Figure 3-8 Routing Selection for Printed Output

l. PF Keys:

PFI - Displays a help screen.

PF2 - Selects to print on the SwRI system printer.

PF3 - Selects to print on the laser printer in the CNWRA Washington Office.

PF4 - Selects to print on the laser printer in the CNWRA San Antonio Office.

PF5 - Selects to print on the printer on the 4th floor of the White Flint Building.
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4.0 QUICK GUIDE TO BROWSING THE PADB USING PASS

Now that you are familiar with the PADB structure and contents, the graphics interface of PASS, and the

primary functions available to a user, you are ready to browse the database.

4.1 GETTING STARTED

in order to get started, you must have the proper workstation and logon procedures.

4.1.1 Minimum Workstation Requirements for Using PASS Version 2.0

1. IBM PS/2, Model 30 with I MB Ram, 20 MB hard disk.

2. IBM 8513 Color Monitor and either EGA or VGA graphics adapter.

3. DOS 3.1.

4. IBM 3270 Entry Emulator, Version 1.2.

5. IBM PCLK for graphics display.

4.1.2 Logon Procedures

The PASS is supported on the Southwest Research Institute IBM 4381 mainframe in San Antonio,
Texas. CNWRA staff in San Antonio are connected to the PASS computer via the fiber optic network and a 3174
controller at SwRI. NRC staff and CNWRA Crystal City staff are connected to the PASS computer via a 9.6kb
leased line to the IBM 9370 in White Flint.

Before attempting to logon for the first time, a user should be sure that a User ID and Password
have been assigned, and you should become familiar with the appropriate Logon procedures. There are two
methods of accessing the PASS Computer: PC/PASF and Direct Host Logon. The logon procedures for both access
methods are discussed below.

4.1.2.1 Obtaining User ID and Password

If you do not have a User ID and Password, then you will have to request one from the
CNWRA IMS staff. The request for a User ID and Password is reviewed and then forwarded to the SwRI Central
Computer Facility where the User ID is actually assigned and the necessary disk space is allocated to the User.
This procedure usually takes 1-2 days.

The convention used for assigning User ID's is to take the User's first initial and the first
six characters of his last name to form the User ID. Therefore, the User ID for Rawley Johnson would be
'RJOHNSO'.

The initial password is assigned as 'SWRI*". Therefore, when you first LOGON, you
will use your User ID (composed of your first initial and the first six characters of your last name), and a password
of 'SWRI*". You should change your password during your first LOGON session to some sequence of
letters/numbers, 4-8 characters in length, which only you will know so that your User ID will be secure from
unauthorized use.
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In summary, the procedure is:

1. Requestor should contact IMS Data Processing Analyst (512/522-5258) to fill
out the 'CTC Account Request Form."

2. Data Processing Analyst will complete the form.

3. The project manager or cost center head must sign it and give appropriate
charge number. If they are not available, the IMS Director may do this in some
instances.

4. The IMS Data Processing Analyst will keep a copy of the form in a notebook
and forward the original to the User ID/Password Administrator in the Central
Computing Facility.

5. User ID/Password Administrator will validate it, set it up in the system, assign
a password, and send a copy back to the IMS Data Processing Analyst. The
Data Processing Analyst will then send a copy to the requester.

The data in the PADB is designated as developmental and approved after the proper
reviews. Some users of the PADB may be assigned access privileges to display and print only developmental data,
while others, due to their involvement in SRA data preparation and submissions, may have access to both
developmental and approved data.

4.1.2.2 Center San Antonio Office Logon

The following Logon procedure should be followed if you are accessing the PASS
computer directly.

1. From the c: > prompt, CD enter PCLK to change to the PCLK11 subdirectory
and press enter.

2. Enter PCLK and press enter.

3. Press "ENTER" at the IBM logo.

4. Press "ENTER" at the function selection panel.

5. Press "ENTER" at the display of the warning "7-Color and Inverse Video Not
Available. . ." message.

6. The SwRI logo screen will be displayed.

7. Type in your user ID and press "TAB".

8. Type in your password and press 'ENTER". You should get a ready message.

9. After you get the ready message, type pasf and press "ENTER". You should get
the CNWRA Main Menu.

10. To logoff, press "F 12" on the CNWRA Main Menu. It should give you a ready
message.
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II. After you get the ready message, type logoff and press "ENTER'.

12. Press 'ENTER" again, and it will return you to the SwRI logo screen.

13. To exit PCLK press 'CTRL + F3" and then press ""ESC." This will return
you to the C prompt (C:\ >.

4.1.2.3 NRC Logon

The following is an outline of the procedure for logon from the NRC.

1. Ensure that you have the NRCVM2 System Logo Screen.

a. The logo screen for NRCVM2, the word NRCVM2 is displayed in
multiple characters to make a large display, also the words RUNNING
and NRC90 are displayed in the lower right of the screen.

On this display do the following:

Use the TAB key (or arrow keys) to move the cursor to the line "COMMAND = = >
and type 'D PVM".

The Pass-through menu should appear, if it does not - call for help

b. The Pass-through menu, the words 'PASS-THROUGH' are in the top
left corner of the screen.

On this display do the following:

Press the PF2 key to pass to the SWRI logo If, after PF2, the phrase "LINK SWRI IS
DOWN" appears the connection between NRC and SWRI is not active, call for help.

c. The SWRI logo, the word SWRI appears in multiple characters to make
a large display, also the words RUNNING and SwRI appear in the
lower right.

On this display do the following:

Type your userid and password on the appropriate lines and hit enter.

There are now several displays that may appear:

The usual display contains, within the first few lines, "LOGON AT time weekday date".
If this appears wait for a "Ready; t=...." then proceed to 2.

If the line had dropped and was then restarted, you will see the message
'RECONNECTED . . .' in the top left and also "CP READ" in the lower right. Type
"B" and hit ENTER twice, if the word 'MORE . . ." appears in the lower right depress
the CLEAR key (Pause key). The screen will be restored to the exact place you were at.

It is possible that you may get a message 'INCORRECT PASSWORD', type
"LOGOFF" hit ENTER twice then proceed to logon again.
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If the message 'NOT IN CP DIRECTORY" appears, check to see that 'SwRI' appears
in the lower right If not there, you are trying to logon to the wrong system, probably
NRC90 or NRC60. Type 'LOGOFF" and hit ENTER twice; you may get the
PASS-THROUGH menu or the NRC90 logo - proceed as described above.

If you are on the SWRI logo, you may have incorrectly typed your ID. Type 'LOGOFF"
hit enter twice and try to logon again. If this condition persists and you are sure you
typed your ID correctly call for help, your password probably has expired (you must
change your password within 90 days).

2. Once logged on to the SwRI IBM 4381 you must invoke PCLK before
invoking PASF.

a. Toggle to the PC prompt (ALT + ESC).

b. CD to the PCLK11 directory.

c. Invoke PCLK by entering PCLK.

d. At the IBM Logo press ENTER.

e. At the Menu select option 1 (ENTER).

f. At the 7 Color and Inverse Video Not Supported' message
press ENTER.

g. The IBM session will be displayed in graphics mode.

3. Start PASS by entering PASF.

4. To logoff, enter LOGOFF at the ready prompt. This will log you off
of the SwRI IBM and disconnect your pass-thru session with the NRC
9370.

5. To exit PCLK press "CTRL + F3" and then press ""ESC." This will
return you to the C prompt (C:\>).

4.1.2.4 Center Washington Office Logon

The following is an outline of the procedure for logon from the Washington Office.

1. It is always required to determine the status of the host session. therefore toggle
to the host screen (ALT + ESC)

Identify the presented screen

a. First check the lower left of the screen to ensure that the characters 4-A
and a box are displayed; this is an indication that there is a connection
to the controller. This must be present. If it is not, call for help.

b. Check just to the right of that display, if any symbols are shown try the
reset function (ALT-F112) to clear the display, if symbols or numbers
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are shown and cannot be clear by reset you cannot proceed. Call for
help.

c. Now look at the actual screen display. There are several possible
screens that you may see. The most common are:

The logo screen for NRCVM2, the word NRCVM2 is
displayed in multiple characters to make a large display, also
the words RUNNING and NRC90 are displayed in the lower
right of the screen.

On this display do the following:

Use the TAB key (or arrow keys) to move the cursor to the
line 'COMMAND == = >" and type 'D PVM' The
Pass-through menu should appear, if it does not - call for help

ii. The Pass-through menu, the words 'PASS-THROUGH' are
in the top left comer of the screen.

On this display do the following:

Press the PF2 key to pass to the SWRI logo. If, after PF2,
the phase 'LINK SWRI IS DOWN' appears, the connection
between NRC and SWRI is not active, call for help.

iii. The SWRI logo, the word SWRI appears in multiple
characters to make a large display, also the words RUNNING
and SwRI appear in the lower right.

On this display do the following:

Type your userid and password on the appropriate lines and
hit enter.

There are now several displays that may appear:

The usual display contains, within the first few lines,
"LOGON AT time weekday date". If this appears wait for a
"Ready; t=...." then proceed to 2.

If the line had dropped and was then restarted, you will see the
message "RECONNECTED .... " in the top left and also "CP READ"
in the lower right. Type "B" and hit ENTER twice; if the word
"MORE..." appears in the lower right, depress the CLEAR key (Pause
key). The screen will be restored to the exact place you were at.

It is possible that you may get a message "INCORRECT
PASSWORD"; type "LOGOFF", hit ENTER twice, then proceed to
logon again.

If the message "NOT IN CP DIRECTORY" appears, check to see that
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'SwRJ" appears in the lower right. If not there you are trying to log on
to the wrong system, probably NRC90 or NRC60. Type 'LOGOFF'
and hit ENTER twice, you may get the PASS-THROUGH menu or the
NRC90 logo - proceed as described above.

If vou are on the SWRI logo you may have incorrectly typed your ID.
Type LOGOFF' hit enter twice and try to logon again. If this
condition persists and you are sure you typed your ID correctly, call
for help, your password probably has expired (you must change your
password within 90 days).

2. Once logged on to the SwRI IBM 4381 you must invoke PCLK before invoking
PASF.

a. Toggle to the PC prompt (ALT + ESC).

b. CD to the PCLK11 direcory.

c. Invoke PCLK by entering PCLK.

d. At the IBM Logo press ENTER.

e. At the Menu select option 1 (ENTER).

f. At the '7 Color and Inverse Video Not Supported' message, press
ENTER.

e. The IBM session will be displayed in graphics mode.

3. Start PASS by entering PASF.

4. To logoff, enter LOGOFF at the ready prompt. This will log you off of the
SwRI IBM and disconnect your pass-thru session with the NRC 9370.

5. To exit PCLK press 'CTRL + F3" and then press "ESC." This will return
you to the C prompt (C:\ >).

4.1.3 Initial PASS/PADB Menus

Now that you have obtained a User ID and Password and have logged on to the PASS computer,
the CNWRA Main Menu will be displayed and you will be able to try the procedures in Section 4.2 to search,
select, navigate, and display record topics and then to view the data in those records using data diagrams.

The steps in each procedure are numbered and provide the screen name and screen number of each
display. This permits you to easily correlate the individual screens with the written screen descriptions and
procedures. The description of each screen tells which keys to press on the keyboard and which parameters to enter
or select as appropriate.

Since most of the screen display and keyboard features were described in Section 3.3, only those
displays which are significant to your understanding of the procedure have been included. As you begin to learn
how to use the system, you will find that there are many variations and combinations of options, features, and
screens available to you:
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4.1.3.1 The CNVRA Main Menu

The first menu which will appear after you LOGON will be the CNWRA MAIN MENU

(EPQPOO). This menu permits you to select the general category of programs and data to be used in the overall
PASS system as shown in Section 1, Figure 1-2. For example, pressing the PF-I key will permit you to access

PROFS personal services for office automation, such as Calendars and E-MAIL (PF6), while pressing the PF-7 key
will allow vou to access the Document Indexing and Review system and pressing the PF-8 key will let you access
the Systematic Regulatory Analysis (SRA) system.

PF-Keys 1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10 and 12 are active on this menu and you must press one of these
keys to move to another menu.

If you press the PF-12 key at this point, the screen will clear and then display a
'READY' prompt.

From the 'READY' prompt, you may either type 'LOGOFF" to terminate the session

or 'PASFE to return to the CNWRA MAIN MENU (EPQPOO) screen.

If you press the PF-8 key from the CNWRA MAIN MENU (EPQPOO) screen, you will

access the SYSTEMATIC REGULATORY ANALYSIS MAIN MENU SCREEN (V2NAV010). Press PF-8 to move
to this primary screen for SRA.

4.1.3.2 The SRA Main Menu

The SRA MAIN MENU (V2NAV010) is the first menu which will appear after selecting

SRA (PF-8) from the CNWRA MAIN MENU (EPQP0O). This menu permits you to access SRA data records or

to select printed reports. An entry also appears on this screen for maintenance functions which are only used when
loading data records into the database.

PF-Keys 1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 11 and 12 are active on this menu and you must press one of
these keys to move to another menu.

If you press the PF-1 key at this point, a HELP screen will be displayed.

If you press the PF-12 key at this point, you will return to the CNWRA MAIN MENU
(EPQPOO).

If you press the PF-2 key from the SRA MAIN MENU (V2NAV010) screen, you will

be able to search for and access one or more SRA records by providing keywords.

If you press the PF-3 key from the SRA MAIN MENU (V2NAV010) screen you will be
able to enter the PASS IDENTIFIER of a single Regulatory Requirement and retrieve the topics for all of the
records associated with that Regulatory Requirement in a selection list.

If you know the unique PASS IDENTIFIER for the exact record that you wish to view,
you may press PF-4. This will permit you to retrieve and display a record by its PASS IDENTIFIER.

4.2 SEARCHING FOR RECORDS IN THE DATABASE

There are three basic ways of searching for and retrieving data records from PASS/PADB, as discussed

below.
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The most direct method is to retrieve records using their unique PASS identifiers. A unique 13-character
identifier is assigned to each PASS record which both identifies that record and indicates the parent Regulatory
Requirement from which the record was derived. If a record's PASS identifier is known, the record may be
retrieved directly by specifying the PASS ID.

A second method of searching for and retrieving data records from PASS/PADB involves the use of
keywords. When PASS records are entered into the database, the keywords specified by the analyst are entered into
a kevword index. In addition to these specified keywords, the significant words in the TOPIC of the record are also
indexed. Thus, a user may search for and retrieve PASS/PADB records by looking for occurrences of appropriate
keywords in the keyword index. This method of retrieving records from the database is less direct but more flexible
than retrieval by PASS ID. Typically, several records will match the keyword search, and the topics of all records
matching the selection criteria will be displayed in a selection list for review and selection by the user. A third
method permits the user to enter the PASS ID for a Regulatory Requirement and have the topics for all of the
records under that Regulatory Requirement displayed in a selection list.

No matter which method is used to select and retrieve PASS/PADB records, the user may choose to either
display the record directly or display a graphical navigation diagram from which individual records may be selected
for display.

4.2.1 Using a Keyword to Select and Retrieve Records from the Database

To search for and retrieve PASS/PADB data records by keyword you must press the PF-2 key
from the SRA MAIN MENU (V2NAV010).

This will cause the SEARCH FOR KEYWORDS IN SRA RECORDS (V2KWD800) screen to be
displayed. An example of this screen may be found in Section 3, Figure 3-1.

This screen permits you to enter the desired keyword, and optionally, the name of the data field
and type of record containing the keyword. The following discussion of the keyword search facility will concentrate
on how to retrieve records by entering a single keyword. The keyword search facility actually has a number of other
more advanced capabilities, and these are discussed in Section 5.1 of the User Guide.

The entry screen for the search request is structured so that the completed query will read like a
normal sentence. For example, a completed search request might read as follows:

SEARCH FOR retrievability
IN topic FIELDS
OF Regulatory Requirement RECORDS

This search request would look for the word 'RETRIEVABILITY' occurring in the topic field
of any Regulatory Requirement record.

Similarly, if the FIELD type is not specified, then the search request will find occurrences of the
specified keyword in ANY field. Therefore, the following request:

SEARCH FOR retrievability
IN FIELDS
OF regulatory RECORDS

would retrieve all occurrences of the word "RETRIEVABILITY" in ANY field in any Regulatory Requirement
record.
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And, if neither the FIELD nor the RECORD type is specified, then the search request will find
occurrences of the specified keyword in ANY field of any record type. Therefore, the following request:

SEARCH FOR retrievability
IN FIELDS
OF RECORDS

would retrieve all occurrences of the word 'RETRIEVABILITY" regardless of the field or record type in which
the word occurred.

When you have entered a search request, press ENTER and the search will be executed. While
the search request is being processed, the screen will be cleared and an advisory message 'SEARCHING FOR
KEYWORDS' will appear at the center of the screen. At the completion of the search, the 'SEARCH FOR
KEYWORDS IN SRA RECORDS' (V2KWD800) screen will appear again. You will notice two changes on this
screen:

a) The number of records which satisfied the search request will be updated (See Section
3, Figure 3-1).

b) The current search request will be added to the list of previous search requests which is
maintained in the scrollable table area of the screen (See Section 3, Figure 3-1).

To view the results of the search request, press the PF-6 key. This will cause the LIST OF
SELECTED RECORDS (V2NAV502) to be displayed. User instructions for this screen are found in Section 4.2.4
of the User Guide.

4.2.2 Using a Regulatory Requirement PASS ID to Retrieve all of the Records for that Regulatory
Requiremnent

To search for and retrieve all of the PASS/PADB data records for a particular Regulatory
Requirement, press the PF-3 key from the SRA MAIN MENU (V2NAV010).

This will cause the SRA REGULATORY REQUIREMENT TOPIC SELECTION (V2NAV3 10)
screen to be displayed. An example of this screen may be found in Section 3, Figure 3-2.

This screen permits you to enter PASS IDENTIFIER of the desired Regulatory Requirement. If
the requested Regulatory Requirement is in the database, the topics of all of the PASS/PADB data records associated
with that Regulatory Requirement will be retrieved. Otherwise, an error message will be displayed and you will be
permitted to enter the PASS IDENTIFIER of another Regulatory Requirement.

When the topics of all of the associated PASS/PADB data records have been retrieved, the LIST
OF SELECTED RECORDS (V2NAV502) screen will be displayed. User instructions for this screen are found in
Section 4.2.4 of the User Guide.

4.2.3 Using a PASS ID to Retrieve a Single Record

If you know the PASS IDENTIFIER of a specific PASS/PADB record which you wish to retrieve,
you should press the PF-4 key from the SRA MAIN MENU (V2NAV010).

This will cause the SRA ELEMENT SELECTION SCREEN (V2NAV300) screen to be displayed.

This screen permits you to enter PASS IDENTIFIER of the desired PASS/PADB record. If the
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requested data record is in the database it will be selected and retneved. Otherwise, an error message will be
displayed and you will be permitted to enter the PASS IDENTIFIER of another PASS/PADB data record.

When you have entered the PASS IDENTIFIER, there are two options which determine the method
by which the data record will be displayed:

a) If you simply press ENTER, then the data record will be retrieved and the data will be
presented through the appropriate DATA SELECTION DIAGRAM. (For a further
description of the Data Selection Diagram see section 4.3 of the User Guide.)

b) If you press the PF-2 key, then the data record will be retrieved and presented through
the NAVIGATION DIAGRAM for the appropriate regulatory requirement. (For a further
description of the Navigation Diagram see section 4.4 of the User Guide.)

4.2.4 Selecting Records from the List of Selected Records

There are several methods of selecting PASS/PADB records from the database. In general, any
search or selection method which can result in more than one record being selected will present the topics of the
selected records on the LIST OF SELECTED RECORDS (V2NAV502) screen.

This screen displays the PASS IDENTIFIERS and TOPICS of all of the selected tables as a
scrollable table. (See Section 3, Figure 3-2.) The number of the first record being displayed and the total number
of records in the table are displayed at the upper right corner of the screen. (See Section 3, Figure 3-2). The first
screen will display the first two records which were selected.

As you scroll through the table of PASS Identifiers and topics, the number of the current record
will be updated to advise you of your position in the table. Scrolling forward and backward through the table is
accomplished by pressing either the PF-7 key or the PF-8 key:

a) Pressing the PF-8 key moves you forward in the table by one screen (two records). When
you reach the end of the table, pressing PF-8 again will result in the first record in the
table.

b) Pressing the PF-7 key moves you backward in the table by one screen (two records).
When you reach the beginning of the table, pressing PF-7 again will result in the last
record in the table.

There is a one-character selection field to the left of each entry. (See Section 3, Figure 3-2.) This
selection field is used to indicate the method of presentation that you desire for the data. Press the tab key to
advance the cursor to the selection field of the desired record. You may either enter a "S5 or a 'N" in the selection
field and this will determine which presentation method is selected for the data:

a) If you enter an 'S5 and press the ENTER key, then the data record will be retrieved and
the data will be presented through the appropriate DATA SELECTION DIAGRAM. (For
a further description of the Data Selection Diagram see section 4.3 of the User Guide.)

b) If you enter a "N" in the selection field and press the ENTER key, then the data record
will be retrieved and presented through the NAVIGATION DIAGRAM for the
appropriate regulatory requirement. (For a further description of the Navigation Diagram
see section 4.4 of the User Guide.)
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At the bottom of the screen you will find three other PF keys:

PF-I If you press the PF-l key, a HELP screen will be displayed. When you exit from the
HELP screen the LIST OF SELECTED RECORDS (V2NAV502) screen will be
displayed again.

PF-5 If you press the PF-5 key, a menu will be displayed with vanous options to save a copy
of the data which appears in the selection table. (For a further description of the SAVE
facility see section 3.3.5 of the User Guide.)

PF-12 If you press the PF-12 key, the LIST OF SELECTED RECORDS screen will terminate
and the selection list will be discarded. Then the previous screen will be displayed again.

4.3 DISPLAYING RECORD DATA FIELDS

When a PASS/PADB record has been selected, there are two general methods which may be used to
display that record:

a) The information in the various fields of the record may be accessed and displayed through the
appropriate DATA SELECTION DIAGRAM. This is the most direct method because it focuses
on a single record and all of its component data fields.

b) The record may be viewed in terms of its relationships to other records through the
NAVIGATION DIAGRAM. This NAVIGATION display is a "map' which shows all of the
records from the parent Regulatory Requirement down through the lowest level of detail contained
in the database for that Regulatory Requirement. Thus, the record appears on the navigation
.map' in relation to all other records in the Regulatory Requirement.

The following discussion focuses on the DATA SELECTION DIAGRAM approach to displaying data. For
a further discussion of the NAVIGATION DIAGRAM see Section 4.4 of the User Guide.

4.3.1 The Data Selection Diagrarn

The DATA SELECTION DIAGRAM may be thought of as a map of the information contents of
a record. Each record has its own unique structure and information contents, and there is a unique data selection
diagram corresponding to each record type. Regulatory Requirements records, for example, contain considerable
information and have a relatively complex structure, where Technical Review Component records are less complex
and contain less information. Because of this great variability in the complexity and contents of the various types
of records, the DATA SELECTION DIAGRAM is used to guide the user in accessing the desired data from within
a selected record.

The DATA SELECTION DIAGRAM has an ACTION BAR at the top of the screen and a PF-
KEY area at the bottom of the screen. Commands from the ACTION BAR area are selected by positioning the
graphics cursor and entering a point in the box for the desired command. The PF-KEYS may be selected either by
pressing the desired PF-KEY directly or by positioning the graphics cursor over the desired PF-KEY label and
entering a point.

The PF-1 key is used to request HELP information.

The PF-12 key is used to terminate the DATA SELECTION DIAGRAM program and return to
the previous screen.
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4.3.2 The Initial Display of the Data Selection Diagram

When a record is selected for display, the initial DATA SELECTION DIAGRAM will indicate

the types of data which are available and will highlight in green text those data fields which may be viewed. Certain
data fields within the record may not be selectable at a particular point because they are dependent upon selections
which must first be made from other fields.

For example, the Regulatory Requirement data selection diagram indicates that there are four major

classes of citations: (a) included citations, (b) excluded citations, (c) included related regulation citations and (d)

excluded related regulation citations. The citations in each of these four classes have rationale and TDI reference

information associated with them. These rationales and references are 'dependent' upon the particular citation which
is selected. Thus, in the initial display of the DATA SELECTION DIAGRAM, the citation blocks are highlighted

as being selectable, but the dependent rationale and reference blocks will not be selectable until an appropriate
citation has been selected.

Whenever a block on the DATA SELECTION DIAGRAM is selected, its color changes to

turquoise. If there are dependent blocks, they will become selectable and will change the text color to green to
indicate that the information that they represent may be selected.

4.3.3 Selecting Individual Data Fields Within a Record

Once the DATA SELECTION DIAGRAM has been displayed, you will want to select and view

individual data fields within the records. The blocks representing fields which are currently available for selection
will be indicated by green text highlighting. You may select any of these fields by positioning the graphics cursor
over the desired block and entering a point by either clicking the mouse button or pressing ENTER.

When a block has been selected, its color will change to turquoise. This lets you see immediately
which blocks have been selected and which ones have not been selected.

If you have selected a block and want to de-select it, you may do so by moving the cursor to

another block and entering a point by either clicking the mouse button or pressing ENTER. When the block has
been de-selected, it will return to its original color.

4.3.4 Displaying the Data for a Selected Field

When you have selected blocks representing one or more data fields, you may wish to display the

data. This is accomplished by using the 'VIEW' command which is located in the ACTION BAR at the top of the
screen. The VIEW command may be selected by moving the graphics cursor or mouse over the VIEW label in the

action bar at the top of the screen and 'clicking" the mouse button or pressing the ENTER key. The screen will
be cleared and replaced by a textual display of the requested data.

When you exit from the textual data display by pressing the PF-12 key, the DATA SELECTION
DIAGRAM will be redrawn and you will be able to select and view additional data fields.

4.4 NAVIGATING PADB RECORDS

When a PASS/PADB record has been selected, there are two general methods which may be used to

display that record:

a) The information in the various fields of the record may be accessed and displayed through the
appropriate DATA SELECTION DIAGRAM. This is the most direct method because it focuses
on a single record and all of its component data fields.
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b) The record may be viewed in terms of its relationships to other records through the
NAVIGATION DIAGRAM. This NAVIGATION display is a map which shows all of the records
from the parent Regulatory Requirement down through the lowest level of detail contained in the
database for that Regulatory Requirement. Thus, the record appears on the navigation 'map' in
relation to all other records in the Regulatory Requirement.

The following discussion focuses on the NAVIGATION approach to displaying data. For a further

discussion of the DATA SELECTION DIAGRAM see Section 4.3 of the User Guide.

4.4.1 The Initial Navigation Diagram

The NAVIGATION DIAGRAM may be thought of as a 'map' of an entire Regulatory

Requirement. In this diagram, individual records appear as colored blocks, each identified by its PASS
IDENTIFIER. The blocks which represent the individual data records associated with a Regulatory Requirement
are arranged vertically and horizontally to indicate the relationships between individual records.

When the diagram is drawn for the first time it is scaled to permit all records to appear on the

screen. This usually means that the blocks are very small and the PASS IDENTIFIERS within each block are too

small to read. The overall view of the Regulatory Requirement, however, indicates the magnitude and general
structure of the data.

The Regulatory Requirement block will appear as a yellow block to the left of center at the top

of the screen.

If there are regulatory Uncertainties, they will be in a tree-shaped structure of red blocks

descending to the left of the regulatory requirement.

Immediately below the Regulatory Requirement block there will be a mustard colored block which
is the Element of Proof Set record.

The Elements of Proof will be in a tree-shaped structure of green blocks descending below the
Elements of Proof Set block.

The Technical Review Components will be in tree-shaped structures of purple blocks descending

below the lowest level Elements of Proof block. Each group of Technical Review Components will begin with a
blue block which is the Technical Review Component Set.

On the right side of the screen there normally will be a parallel structure of blocks composed of

an NRC Compliance Determination Strategy (magenta), one or more NRC Compliance Determination Methods
(orange), Technical Uncertainties (red), Uncertainty Reduction Methods (grey) and Information Requirements
(yellow).

4.4.2 Moving Around in the Navigation Diagram

The screen acts like a "window' through which you are looking at a map. There are several basic

commands which may be used to move the window relative to the diagram:

When you move the window closer to the map, the individual blocks get bigger, but the blocks

at the edge move beyond the edges of the window. The command which does this is called 'ZOOM-IN". The

ZOOM-IN command may be selected either by pressing the PF-6 key or by moving the graphics cursor or mouse
over the PF-6 label and "clicking" the mouse button or pressing the ENTER key.
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When you move the window away from the map, the individual blocks become smaller and blocks
which were beyond the edges of the window come into view. This command which does this is called 'ZOOM-
OUT". The ZOOM-OUT command may be selected either by pressing the PF-5 key or by moving the graphics
cursor or mouse over the PF-5 label and 'clickingL' the mouse button or pressing the ENTER key.

When you move the window to the right, the size of the blocks does not change but blocks beyond
the nght edge of the window become visible and blocks near the left edge of the window move out of view. The
command which does this is called 'RIGHT". The RIGHT command may be selected either by pressing the PF-I 1
key or by moving the graphics cursor or mouse over the PF-I 1 label and 'clicking' the mouse button or pressing
the ENTER key.

When you move the window to the left, the size of the blocks does not change but blocks beyond
the left edge of the window become visible and blocks near the right edge of the window move out of view. The
command which does this is called "LEFT". The LEFT command may be selected either by pressing the PF-10 key
or by moving the graphics cursor or mouse over the PF-IO label and "clicking' the mouse button or pressing the
ENTER key.

When you move the window up, the size of the blocks does not change but blocks beyond the top
edge of the window become visible and blocks near the bottom edge of the window move out of view. The
command which does this is called "UP". The UP command may be selected either by pressing the PF-7 key or
by moving the graphics cursor or mouse over the PF-7 label and "clicking" the mouse button or pressing the
ENTER key.

When you move the window down, the size of the blocks does not change but blocks beyond the
bottom edge of the window become visible and blocks near the top edge of the window move out of view. The
command which does this is called "DOWN". The DOWN command may be selected either by pressing the PF-8
key or by moving the graphics cursor or mouse over the PF-8 label and "clicking" the mouse button or pressing
the ENTER key.

4.4.3 Redefining the Size of the Window

It is often desirable to focus on a small area of the overall diagram. For example, you might be
interested in a small group of Technical Review Components under a particular Element of Proof. Two primary
commands are provided to permit you to redefine the window to include only a small part of the diagram, and then
to restore the original view of the entire diagram.

When you redefine the window to include a smaller part of the diagram, all blocks which are
outside of the new window will move out of view and the size of the individual blocks will get bigger. The
command which does this is called 'WINDOW". The WINDOW command may be selected either by pressing the
PF-4 key or by moving the graphics cursor or mouse over the PF4 label and 'clicking' the mouse button or
pressing the ENTER key.

When you have selected the window command, you will need to enter two points to indicate the
size and location of the new window:

a) First enter a point at the lower left corner of the new window using either the mouse or
the graphics cursor keys.

b) Then enter a second point at the upper right corner of the new window using either the
mouse or the graphics cursor keys.

When you have defined the new window with the lower left and upper right corner points, the
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screen will clear and the portion of the diagram which you have selected will be displayed.

After you have defined a new window to look at a small portion of the diagram, it is often

necessary to view the entire diagram again. The command which does this is called 'ALL". The ALL command

redefines the window so that all of the blocks in the diagram will be visible. This new window will be essentially

the same as the initial display of the NAVIGATION DIAGRAM. The ALL command may be selected either by

pressing the PF-9 key or by moving the graphics cursor or mouse over the PF-9 label and 'clicking" the mouse

button or pressing the ENTER key.

4.4.4 Selecting Individual Records

Once the window has been positioned so that it includes the blocks which you want to examine,

you will want to select individual records to be viewed. This is done by positioning the graphics cursor over the

desired block and entering a point by either clicking the mouse button or pressing ENTER.

When a block has been selected, its color will change to cyan. This lets you see immediately

which blocks have been selected and which ones have not been selected.

If you have selected a block and want to de-select it, you may do so by once again positioning the

graphics cursor over the desired block and entering a point by either clicking the mouse button or pressing ENTER.

When the block has been de-selected, it will return to its original color.

Occasionally, you may want to de-select all of the blocks that you have selected. The command

which does this is called "CANCEL-SEL". The CANCEL-SEL command may be selected by either pressing the

PF-2 key or by moving the graphics cursor or mouse over the PF-2 label and 'clicking' the mouse button or

pressing the ENTER key.

4.4.5 Displaying the Topics of Selected Records

When you have selected one or more blocks, you may wish to display the topics of the records

associated with those blocks. This is accomplished by using the "TOPIC" command. The TOPIC command may

be selected by either pressing the PF-3 key or by moving the graphics cursor or mouse over the PF-3 label and
"clicking" the mouse button or pressing the ENTER key.

The TOPIC command will cause the topic of each of the selected records to be displayed in a pop-

up window. If multiple records have been selected, then the topics will appear in the same sequence as the records

were selected.

After each topic is displayed, the system will wait for you to enter a point in the pop-up window.

This is your way of telling the system to display the next topic. When all of the topics have been displayed, the

NAVIGATION DIAGRAM will be refreshed using the current window definition.

4.4.6 Displaying Records Which are Subordinate to a Selected Record

It is sometimes desirable to view a portion of the diagram which only includes a particular block

and all of the blocks which are subordinate to it. In effect, this is like selecting one branch or sub-branch out of the

entire Regulatory Requirement tree. This is accomplished by using the "SUBBRANCH" command from the action

bar at the top of the screen.

To use the SUB-BRANCH command, you must first select the record which you want to be at the

beginning of the branch. This is done by moving the graphics cursor over the desired block and entering a point

by either clicking the mouse button or pressing the ENTER key. When the desired block has been selected, its color
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will change to cyan. If you had previously selected several blocks, they will be ignored because SUB-BRANCH
command only considers the last block selected.

The SUB-BRANCH command may now be selected by moving the graphics cursor or mouse over
the SUB-BRANCH label in the action bar at the top of the screen and "clicking' the mouse button or pressing the
ENTER key. The screen will be cleared and redrawn with an appropriate new window definition which includes
the selected block and all blocks which are subordinate to it. All previous block selections will be reset when the
new sub-branch window is displayed.

4.4.7 Displaying the Data in a Selected Record

Once a record has been selected, you may request it for viewing by selecting the DATA
SELECTION DIAGRAM. This is accomplished by using the 'DATA-DIAG' command from the action bar at the
top of the screen.

To use the DATA-DIAG command, you must first select the record which you want to view. This
is done by moving the graphics cursor over the desired block and entering a point by either clicking the mouse
button or pressing the ENTER key. When the desired block has been selected, its color will change to cyan. If you
had previously selected several blocks, they will be ignored because DATA-DIAG command only considers the last
block selected.

The DATA-DIAG command may now be selected by moving the graphics cursor or mouse over
the DATA-DIAG label in the action bar at the top of the screen and 'clicking" the mouse button or pressing the
ENTER key. The screen will be cleared and the DATA SELECTION DIAGRAM appropriate to the type of record
selected will be displayed. All previous block selections will be reset when the new DATA-DIAG command is
executed. For further information on the DATA SELECTION DIAGRAM, see Section 4.3 of the User Guide.
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5.0 ADVANCED GUIDELINES

5.1 SEARCH TECHNIQUES

Section 3.3. 1 descnbed the process for performing basic searches of keywords in SRA records. This section

describes advanced searching capability that may be used to improve the selectivity of the search process.

After entering a search term and optional field and record targets and pressing the "Enter' key, the system

performs the search and displays the number of unique record PASSIDs matched (hits). Also, the search performed
is reformatted and placed in the 'Previous Search Requests' table display area. At this point, the user may elect
to perform a new search, change a portion of the previous search and re-execute, or perform a search across the
values returned from the previous search. In addition, the user may wish to add the results of a new query to the
results of the previous query, performing the union operation.

To perform a new query, the user would simply enter a new search term and optional field and record
targets and press the "Enter" key. Old search results are deleted and the new search is performed. To change a

portion of a previous search and re-execute (for example to add a field target), the user would enter a "C" on the
entry field next to the search that is to be modified. The old search terms are copied to the main entry areas of the

display. The user performs any changes and re-executes the query by pressing the 'Enter' key. Search results of

other queries are not disturbed, but the previous results of the query that has been modified are replaced by the
results of the modified search.

If the user wishes to perform a search across only the result of previous queries, or wishes to add the
results of a new query to that of previous queries (union), then an 'A" is entered on the entry area before any of
the previous queries. The phrase "SEARCH" on the first line of the entry panel is erased and becomes an entry
field. The user would enter either 'AND" if a subset search is desired or "OR" if the new search results are to be
unioned with the previous search results.

For each query performed for the user, the answer set of records is retained as a list until that search is
deleted (by entering a "D" next to that query in the Previous Search Request table). As the user adds logic

conditions ("AND" and "OR") the lists are compared or combined to provide the overall answer results; searches
do not need to be resubmitted when the user adds a new logical condition.

5.2 COMPARING AND ANALYZING DATA USING NAVIGATION DIAGRAMS AND TOPIC
DISPLAYS

When reviewing and analyzing the PASS/PADB data record, it is frequently necessary to move back and

forth between different areas in the navigation diagrams. There are two primary conditions where this requirement
is usually encountered:

a) You might be interested in investigating several sub-branches of Technical Review Components,
looking first at one and then at another.

b) You might be reviewing certain Elements of Proof and their corresponding Compliance
Determination Methods.

In either case, you could be faced with a very time consuming procedure if it were necessary to manually
redefine the window each time you wanted to move to a new area in the diagram or revisit an area of the diagram
which you had previously accessed.
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5.2.1 Saving and Retrieving Views of the Navigation Diagram

The navigation programs have three closely related features which permit the user to identify a
particular view of the navigation which he may want to revisit, and then to recall that view. There is no absolute
limitation on the number of views which may be saved. When you request that a view be saved, the window

parameters for that view are simply added to a list of saved views. Thereafter, when you want to retrieve a view
that you have saved. the navigation program will cycle through the list, starting with the most recent entry.

To save a view, you must first adjust the window so that the desired view is visible. The actual
saving of the view is accomplished by moving the graphics cursor or mouse over the SAVE-VIEW label in the
action bar at the top of the screen and 'clicking' the mouse button or pressing the ENTER key. The current view
parameters will be added to the list of saved views and you may continue displaying data and adjusting the window
to define new views.

Previously saved views may be recalled by using the 'GET-VIEW' command in the action bar
at the top of the screen. To use the GET-VIEW command you must move the graphics cursor or mouse over the
GET-VIEW label in the action bar at the top of the screen and "click' the mouse button or press the ENTER key.
The first time that GET-VIEW is used, the current view on the screen will change to the last view which you saved.
Subsequent use of GET-VIEW will retrieve previously saved views in the reverse of the order in which they were

saved (i.e. Last in - First out order). If you continue using the GET-VIEW command, it will eventually exhaust the
list of saved views and then begin again with the last view in the list.

If you wish to erase the list of saved views, you may use the 'CLEAR-VIEW' command which

is located in the action bar at the top of the screen. To use the CLEAR-VIEW command you must move the
graphics cursor or mouse over the CLEAR-VIEW label in the action bar at the top of the screen and "click' the
mouse button or press the ENTER key. The entire list of saved views will be deleted. You may then make up a new
list of views by saving subsequent window definitions.

5.2.2 Navigating Between "What Must be Demonstrated" and "How to Determine Compliance"
Records

When comparing 'what must be demonstrated" records such as Elements of Proof or Technical
Review Components with their corresponding "how to determine compliance" records (Compliance Determination
Methods) it is necessary to be able to move quickly back and forth between the left and right sides of the navigation

diagram.

This horizontal type of navigation is accomplished by use of the "HORIZONTAL" command which
is found in the action bar at the top of the NAVIGATION DIAGRAM.

To navigate horizontally, you must first identify the block from which you wish to navigate. This
is done by moving the graphics cursor to the desired block and entering a point by either "clicking" with the mouse
button or pressing the ENTER key. This will cause the block to be selected and the color of the block will change
to cyan.

When the block from which you wish to navigate has been selected, you must then select the
HORIZONTAL command. The is accomplished by moving the graphics cursor or mouse over the HORIZONTAL
label in the action bar at the top of the screen and 'clicking" the mouse button or pressing the ENTER key.

The HORIZONTAL command causes the window to be repositioned such that the corresponding
block is located in the same relative position as the originally selected block. Horizontal navigation may be initiated
from any record which has a cross-link. Therefore, you may begin with an Element of Proof and navigate
horizontally to the corresponding Compliance Determination Method. Alternatively, you may begin with a
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Compliance Determination Method and navigate horizontally to the corresponding Element of Proof.

5.3 REPORTING DATA USING DATA DIAGRAMS

PASS offers a number of reports for the different types of database records that may constitute a regulatory
requirement. The 'REPORT' Action Bar Item in the Navigation Diagram allows the user to produce reports about
any or all of the different records that make up the requirement that the user is currently displaying. A report menu
is displayed and the user may pick the appropriate report to be produced. For example, the user may run standard
reports for one or more records in the navigation diagram by selecting them with the cursor keys (or mouse button)
then selecting 'Run Standard Reports for Selected Records" from the 'REPORTS" menu. Or the user may elect
to run standard reports for all records that make up that requirement using the "Run Standard Reports for All
Records" from the menu. Alternatively, the user may elect to produce a list of the topics of the records formatted
to show the hierarchical relationship of the records, via the "Run Topic Hierarchy Report" menu item. See
Appendix B for PADB Report Formats.

Each Data Selection Diagram has menu entries specific for its corresponding database record, and offers
reports specific for that database record. A report menu is displayed by selecting the "REPORT" Action Bar Item
with the cursor keys (or mouse). The report(s) selected from the menu is (are) run for the database record that the
user is currently viewing in the Data Selection Diagram.

5.4 SAVING DATA

During your PASS session you can save any of the data you wish to a work file to work with later. On
each of the display screens there is an option to save data, usually associated with a PF5 key. If you elect to save
the data to a work file the DATA SAVE OPTIONS (V2MSA810) screen will appear (see Figure5-1). This menu
gives you several options to choose from to manage your work files.

5.4.1 Saving Data Files

The current work file will be displayed at the top of the DATA SAVE OPTIONS (V2MSA810)
screen. The first time you choose to save data the default file will be "PASS SRAWORK A". You can create as
many work files as you want. If you keep saving data to the same file name the new information will be appended
to the bottom of the file. All of the options discussed below will apply to the current work file which is displayed
at the top of the screen.

PF-2 You can view the current work file at any time by selecting PF-2. The file will be displayed in a browse
facility so you can page through it to see what is in the file.

PF-3 You can print the current work file at any time by selecting PF-3. Before selecting PF-3 you should select
PF-8 to select which printer you would like to print on.

PF-4 You can rename the current work file at any time by selecting PF-4. If you choose PF-4 the FILE
RENAME OPTIONS 1 (V2MSA811) screen will appear (see Figure 5-2). The current file will be
displayed at the top of the screen and a blank will appear for you to enter the new file name. The file
name may not be longer than 8 characters. Once you enter the new file name and press enter, you will
be returned to the DATA SAVE OPTIONS (V2MSA810) screen with the new file name displayed as the
current file. If the file you choose to rename to already exists, then the FILE RENAME OPTIONS II
(V2MSA812) screen will appear (see Figure 5-3). On this screen you have to choose what you would like
done with the file that already exists. You can choose to erase the old version of the file and continue with
the renaming by selecting PF-2, or you can append the current file to the bottom of the new file by
selecting PF-3. Pressing PF-12 will cancel your request and return you to the DATA SAVE OPTIONS
(V2MSA810) screen.
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PF-5 You can save the current data to the current work file by selecting PF-5.

PF-6 You can work with a different file at any time by selecting PF-6. If you choose PF-6 the NEW FILE
OPTIONS I (V2MSA813) screen will appear (see Figure 5-4). The current file will be displayed at the
top of the screen and a blank will appear for you to enter the new file name. The file name may not be
longer than 8 characters. Once you enter the new file name and press enter, you will be returned to the
DATA SAVE OPTIONS (V2MSA810) screen with the new file name displayed as the current file. If the
new file name you choose already exists, the NEW FILE OPTIONS II (V2MSA814) screen will appear
(see Figure 5-5). On this screen you have to choose what you would like done with the file that already
exists. You can choose to erase the current version of the new file and create a new one by selecting PF-2.
or you could choose to work with the current version of the new file by selecting PF-3. Pressing PF-12
will cancel your request and return you to the DATA SAVE OPTIONS (V2MSA810) screen.

PF-7 You can erase the current work file by selecting PF-7. IF YOU CHOOSE TO ERASE A WORK FILE
IT WILL BE GONE AND CANNOT BE RECOVERED.

PF-8 You can select the printer you would like to print on by selecting PF-8. If you choose PF-8 the ROUTING
SELECTION FOR PRINTED OUTPUT (V2MSA950) screen will appear (see Figure 5-6). This menu
gives you four printers to choose from.

PF-9 You can display a list of all your work files by selecting PF-9. If you choose PF-9 the WORK FILE
DISPLAY (V2MSA815) screen will appear (see Figure 5-7). A list of your work files will be displayed
with the options of viewing or deleting them.
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DATA SAVE OPTIONS

-AA T AVE PT::Hs 79:

N e{:':rrenr, came -' -ne worK - 'e s ss .RASCRK A ,

X-3 - RIN - HE OR(K FILE

- > RENAME 'E CURRENT WORK FILE

I -F > - > SAVE -HE CURRENT DATA CT -HE VORK FILE

PF -> ''SE A NEI; VORPK FILE

X F -> ERASE THE VORK FILE

?F 8 -> SELECT ROUTING OF PRINTED REPORT

PF 9 -> DISPLAY A LIST OF THE WORK FILES

\ ~ RPF 1-HelD 12-End

i _ I MMMMMMUN

1.

2.

Figure 5-1 Data Save Options

The current work file ID is displayed at the top of the screen.

PF Keys:

PF1

PF2

PF3

PF4

PF5

PF6

- Displays a help screen.

- Displays the current work file so you can page through it to look at the entire file.

- Prints out a copy of the current work file. Before choosing PF-3 you should select PF-8
to select which printer you would like to print on.

- Changes the name of the current work file. If selected, you will be prompted to enter
the new file name.

- Saves the current data to the current work file. Each time you save new data to the same
work file it is appended to the bottom.

- Selects a different file. If selected, you will be prompted to enter the file name of the
file that you would like to work with.
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PF7 - Erases the current work file.

PF8 - Displays a list of printers for you to choose which one you would like to print on.

PF9 - Displays a list of all the work files.

PF12 - Exits this menu and returns to the previous screen.
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FILE RENAME OPTIONS I

e2SA811 FILE RENAME OPTIONS 1O/23/9O 14:29 l

7he current name of the work file is PASS W;ORKFILE A®D

Enter the file name you want to rename it to and press enter:

_ _ ~ A

\ CD PF 1-Help 12-End

Figure 5-2 File Rename Options I

1. The current work file is displayed at the top of the screen.

2. A blank is provided for you to enter the new file name. When you have finished typing the new file name,
press 'ENTER".

3. PF Keys:

PF1 - Displays a help screen.

PF12 - Exits this menu and returns to the previous screen.
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FILE RENAME OPTIONS II

g@7 2.SA812 FILE RENAYE C)PTIONS 10/2 3 /90 10:9 N
g The fle nudePASS W;0RKF1LEF A already extscs.

Press the appropriate PF key to indicate what you would like to do:

®ZXPF 2 -> ERASE PASS '*ORKFILE A AND RENAME THE CURRENT FILE
PASS WORXFILE A TO PASS WORKFILE A

PF 3 -> APPEND THE CURRENT FILE PASS WORJFILE A TO
PASS WORKFILE A

PF I-Help 12-End

Figure 5-3 File Rename Options II

1. The new file name you entered to rename to is displayed at the top of the screen because the file already
exists.

2. PF Keys:

PF1 - Displays a help screen.

PF2 - Erases the current version of the file name you entered and renames the current file.

PF3 - Appends the current file to the end of the file name you entered.

PF12 - Exits this menu and returns to the previous screen.
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NEW FILE OPTIONS I

0&5 .^.MSA813 NEWJ FILE OPT:ONS 10, 23/90 'I428

| The current name of the work file is PASS 'lRKFILE A LEA

Enter the file name of the new file you want to work with:

\ )PFF1-Help 12-End

Figure 5-4 New File Options I

1. The current work file is displayed at the top of the screen.

2. A blank is provided for you to enter the new file name. When you have finished typing the new file name,
press 'ENTER'.

3. PF Keys:

PF1 - Displays a help screen.

PF12 - Exits this menu and returns to the previous screen.
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NEW FILE OPTIONS II

' 'S2,4SA814 NEW F.~LE OPT'~ONS 02 3 /90 14.3

7The file name PASS ';CRXFILE A already exists.4

Press the appropriate PF key to indicate what you would Like to do:

PF 2 - ERASE THE CVRRENT VERSION OF PASS WORKFILE A AND
CREATE A NEW ONE

PF 3-> WORK WITH THE CURRENT VERSION OF PASS WORKFILE A

PF 1-Help 12-End

Figure 5-5 New File Options II

1. The new file name you entered to work with is displayed at the top of the screen because the file already
exists.

2. PF Keys:

PF1 - Displays a help screen.

PF2 - Erases the current version of the file name you entered and creates a new file with the

PF3

PF12

same name.

- Enables you to work with the current version of the file name you entered.

- Exits this menu and returns to the previous screen.
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ROUTING SELECTION FOR PRINTED OUTPUT

:NB -4.MSA950 ROUTING SELECTION FOR PRINTED OUTPUT LO/25/90 13 17

J XPF 2 ->SYSTEM PRINTER - SwRI

PF 3 LASER PRINTER -CNWRA WASHINGTON OFFICE

X F 4 LASER PRINTER -CNT*RA

PF 5 - > 4h FLOOR - WHITE F:TJT BUILDING

PF 1-Help 12-End

Figure 5-6 Routing Selection for Printed Output

PF Keys:

PF1 - Displays a help screen.

PF2 - Selects to print on the SwRI system printer.

PF3 - Selects to print on the laser printer in the CNWRA Washington Office.

PF4 - Selects to print on the laser printer in the CNWRA San Antonio Office.

PF5 - Selects to print on the printer on the 4th floor of the White Flint Building.
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PF12 - Exits this menu and returns to the previous screen where:

filename.ext the filename and extension you want to give the file on your PC
separated by a penod.

filename the filename it currently has on the mainframe.

filetype the filetype it currently has on the mainframe

In the above example you can substitute a: instead of c: and copy the file to a floppy
diskette.

Example: Copy the PASS WORKFILE to a dwfil subdirectory on your PC and call it
pass. asc

C:\3270> RECEIVE c:\dwfil\pass.asc pass workfile a(ascii crlf

or

C:\3270> RECEIVE a:pass.asc pass workfile a(ascii crlf to download it to a floppy
diskette.
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V2KSA815 WORK FILE DISPLAY ROW 1 OF 3

Enter a IV' to View or DD to Delete and press ENTER:

PASS 8/22/91 9:44:47

PASS2 8/22/91 9:45:13

EOPTEXT 8/22/91 9:58:50 O

*i*A0~**ka~**~ * BOTTOM OF DATA

PF 1-Help 7-Scrl UP 8-ScrlDN 12-End '

Figure 5-7 Work File Display

1. Identifies the current row number, and the total number of work files.

2. You may type a "V" or a "D' in the preceding blank of a file name to View the file or Delete the file.

3. PF Keys:

PF1 - Displays a help screen.

PF7 - Scrolls up through the list.

PF8 - Scrolls down through the list.

PF12 - Exits this menu and returns to the previous screen.
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5.4.2 Downloading Saved Data Files

You can download any of the work files created during your PASS session to your workstation
so you can work with them on your PC.

To download a work file using 3270 direct change to the 3270 subdirectory by typing the
following:

C: > cd\3270. and press enter.

Hot-key to PROFS by pressing ALT and ESC at the same time. Make sure you are logged on
and on a blank CMS screen. The screen should say RUNNING in the bottom right hand corner
and READY; in the top left. If you are in the PROFS menu just press PF12 to get to the blank
CMS screen.

Hot-key back to the PC session with ALT ESC again. At the 3270 subdirectory type the
following information to download the work file:

C:\3270> RECEIVE c:filename.ext filename filetype a(ascii crlf

5.4.3 Using Workstation Software to Manipulate Saved Files

Once you have downloaded your work files, they can be used in many different ways. The
downloaded files are in ASCII format so they can be converted to work with almost any software you may have
on your PC, particularly word processors. You can print the work files or just use information out of them. You
can take any of the information out of the work files and pull it into other documents to save on retyping the
information.

5.5 MENU REPORTS

The menu reports in Figure 3-6 (Section 3.3.6) may be accessed from different points in the process of
browsing the database. The SRA main menu permits the user to press PF10 for the Reports Menu, and then select
the appropriate report from the menu. The navigation-diagram allows the user to print a standard report for any
of the records in the regulatory requirement, or to print a synopsis report. The data diagram also contains a report
action bar which will display a menu of report choices for the data element displayed.
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APPENDIX A - PADB RECORDS AND DATA FIELDS
DEFINITIONS FROM

GLOSSARY OF SYSTEMATIC REGULATORY ANALYSIS TERMS

AFFECTED PARTY COMPLIANCE EVALUATION METHOD (CE) (Part of PAPD Step 12) -
how an affected party intends to perform an independent determination of compliance or an evaluation of
a DOE Compliance Demonstration. [Limited to the level of information necessary for NRC awareness. I

ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM (AP) (PAPD Step 15b) -
the complete set of activities and associated resources necessary to (1) satisfy a single Composite
Information Requirement, (2) implement and complete the reduction method(s) for a single NRC Composite
Uncertainty, OR (3) implement and complete the set of Compliance Determination Methods associated with
a single Regulatory Requirement.

AP - Alternative Program

CANDIDATE UNCERTAINTY (UN) (PAPD Step 4; TOP-001-02, Attachment A, Section 14) -
A perceived, but unverified, insufficiency relative to a rule or a specific technical method. If confirmed,
it is included as a Potential Uncertainty" (see below).

CDM - Compliance Determination Method(s)

CE - Affected Party Compliance Evaluation Method

CI - Composite Information Requirement

CITATION - The alphanumeric identifier of a public law, statute or regulation, or a part thereof

COMPLIANCE DEMONSTRATION/EVALUATION STRATEGY (DS) (Part of PAPD Steps 11 and 12)

COMPLIANCE DEMONSTRATION METHOD (DC) (PAPD Step I 1; TOP-001-02, Attachment A, Section 10.1) -
How the DOE plans to present and support its claim that each Regulatory Element of Proof has been
satisfied. It includes those test results and/or analyses, singly or in combination, that will be presented to
the NRC. 'Analyses' includes but is not limited to methodologies, models, codes, designs, consensus,
certification, plans, procedures, and audits of records.

COMPLIANCE DETERMINATION METHOD (NC) (PAPD Step 7); (TOP-001-02, Attachment A, Section 12) -
How the NRC will determine that each Regulatory Element of Proof has or has not been met. Includes
those investigative or evaluative procedures, techniques, tests, methods, or any other modes of inquiry, or
any combination thereof, that may be used within the context of the NRC regulatory program, to address
each REGULATORY ELEMENT OF PROOF identified as necessary to determine compliance with a
REGULATORY REQUIREMENT. This includes but is not limited to methodologies, models, codes,
consensus, certification, audits of records, etc.

COMPLIANCE DETERMINATION METHODS INTEGRATION (MI) (PAPD Step 9; TOP-001-02, Attachment
A, Section 13) -

Definition of the links between the Regulatory Elements of Proof and the individual Compliance
Determination Methods. Compliance Determination Methods Integration is an extension of the Regulatory
elements of Proof Integration described below. Together they provide a potential approach to performance
assessment that is based entirely on the applicable statutes and regulations.
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COMPLIANCE DETERMINATION PROGRAM (ND) (PAPD Step 18) -
The complete set of activities and associated resources necessary to implement and complete the
Compliance Determination Methods associated with all identified Regulatory Requirements for the High-
Level Waste Management Program.

COMPLIANCE DETERMINATION STRATEGY (NS) (PAPD Step 7; TOP-O01-02, Attachment A, Section 11) -
The general approach or overall plan of the NRC for determination of compliance with the subject
Regulatory Elements of Proof Set. Each Compliance Determination Strategy establishes the scope and
depth of the NRC Compliance Determination program for a Regulatory Requirement. NRC options in each
case range from active pre-LA site and design analyses and evaluations to audit-type evaluations of the
Safety Analysis Report.

The selection of a Strategy requires the examination of several interdependent factors that include (a) the
relative importance of the individual Compliance Determination, (b) the number, variety and complexity
of feasible determination methods, (c) the characteristics of the related Information Requirements (e.g.,
number, type, performance sensitivity, technical complexity, technical uncertainties, commonality,
'obtainability," schedule constraints and cost), and (d) a management allocation of limited resources.

COMPLIANCE EVALUATION METHODS (CE) (PAPD Step 12; TOP-001-02, Attachment A, Section 10.2) -
The assumed name for a process similar to Compliance Demonstration (above) that may be performed by
one or more affected parties (e.g., the State of Nevada and/or a Tribe). Such an evaluation would be
independent of the NRC licensing process. If provided to the NRC, a Compliance Evaluation will not be
evaluated in the licensing sense; it may be reviewed on an ad-hoc basis for informational purposes.

COMPOSITE INFORMATION REQUIREMENT (CI) (PAPD Step 14; TOP-001-02, Attachment A, Section 22) -
An INFORMATION REQUIREMENT constructed from, in general, the most demanding properties from
a set of correlated, highly similar Individual INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS. A COMPOSITE
INFORMATION REQUIREMENT is based on the principle that the acquisition of information to satisfy
the COMPOSITE INFORMATION REQUIREMENT will acceptably satisfy the Individual
INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS of the set. If the composite of the most demanding properties of a
set exhibits technically infeasible magnitudes or mixes of conditions/parameters, the preferred solution is
to divide the set into two or more sets.

COMPOSITE UNCERTAINTY (CU) (see Potential Composite Uncertainty)

COMPOSITE UNCERTAINTY RANK-ORDER (CR) (PAPD Step 13)CP -
Compliance Determination Program

CONTINGENCY METHOD -
A backup or alternative to the preferred method. This may apply, for example, to DOE COMPLIANCE
DEMONSTRATION METHODS, NRC COMPLIANCE DETERMINATION METHODS,
UNCERTAINTY REDUCTION METHODS, and methods for satisfying INFORMATION
REQUIREMENTS.

CPM - Critical Path Method (network)

CR - Composite Uncertainty Rank-Order

CU - Potential Composite Uncertainty

DC - DOE Individual Compliance Demonstration Method
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DOE COMPLIANCE DEMONSTRATION (see Compliance Demonstration)

DOE INDIVIDUAL COMPLIANCE DEMONSTRATION METHOD (Part of PAPD Step 11)

DOE UNCERTAINTY REDUCTION METHOD (Part of PAPD Step 11)

DR - Information Requirements Program

DR - DOE Uncertainty Reduction Method

DS - Compliance Demonstration/Evaluation Strategy

EF - Evaluation Finding

EP - Regulatory Element of Proof

ESSENTIAL EXPERTISE (PAPD Step 7; TOP-001-02, Attachment A, Section 12f) -
The principal area(s) of expertise judged to be essential for actions related to an individual NRC
COMPLIANCE DETERMINATION METHOD. (See support Expertise for associated item.)

EVALUATION FINDING (EF) (PAPD Step 22; TOP-001-02, Attachment A, Section 8) -
NRC staffjudgment which reflects the merits of the Applicant's information to address the REGULATORY
ELEMENTS OF PROOF and thus, the REGULATORY REQUIREMENT. EVALUATION FINDINGS
are included in the Safety Evaluation Report prepared by the staff and submitted to the Licensing Board.

FUNCTION (OR SUBFUNCTION) -
An action that is necessary, or a capability that must be provided in order to accomplish the system
mission. A subfunction is identified by decomposition of a parent function in response to a standard
question without concern for other functions, location, relative importance, or other similar factors. A
subfunction is identified solely because it is 'necessary' for the accomplishment of the parent function. The
set of subfunctions is complete when all functions 'sufficient' for the accomplishment of the parent function
have been identified.

FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS -
The systematic top-down decomposition of the system mission into its mission-dependent primary functions;
then the functions into their subfunctions. The analysis identifies all functions necessary and sufficient to
accomplish the system mission; i.e., all necessary and sufficient actions and capabilities, and the sequences
of required processes.

HIERARCHY (see Logic Structure)

INDIVIDUAL NRC PROGRAM ANALYSIS (IP) (PAPD Steps 15b, 16 and 17; TOP-001-002, Attachment A,
Section 23) -

An 'Individual NRC Program," for the purpose of Program Architecture analysis, is the complete set of
activities and associated resources necessary to accomplish one of the following:

1. Satisfy a single Composite Information Requirement.
2. Implement and complete the reduction method(s) for a single NRC Composite Uncertainty.
3. Implement and complete the set of Compliance Determination Methods associated with a single Regulatory

Requirements.

INFORMATION REQUIREMENT (IR) (PAPD Steps 8 and 13; TOP-001-002, Attachment A, Section 20) -
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Information required to execute a DOE COMPLIANCE DEMONSTRATION METHOD, a NRC

COMPLIANCE DETERMINATION METHOD or a NRC UNCERTAINTY REDUCTION METHOD.
Information used to execute a NRC COMPLIANCE DETERMINATION METHOD or a DOE COMPLIANCE
DEMONSTRATION METHOD would be considered as evidence regarding compliance with the

REGULATORY REQUIREMENT. This includes but is not limited to facts, test data, analyses, plans,
procedures and/or records.

INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS PROGRAM (NI) (PAPD Step 18) -
the complete set of activities and associated resources necessary to satisfy all Composite Information

Requirements identified for the High-Level Waste Management Program.

INSTITUTIONAL UNCERTAINTY (UN) (PAPD-Step 4a; TOP-001-02, Attachment A, Section 14) -

Lack of certitude regarding the roles, missions, actions, and schedules of agencies with REGULATORY

REQUIREMENTS that affect the high-level waste regulatory program, their impacts, or their integration with
the NRC regulatory program.

INSTITUTIONAL UNCERTAINTIES are derivable only from REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS.

IP - Individual NRC Program

IR - Information Requirement

KEYWORDS -
Individual words or brief phrases that concisely identify the import subjects contained in a record or set of

records. Keywords are used to search large quantities of textual records to identify, locate and/or correlate

significant treatments of a given subject. Keywords are restricted to those subjects that receive meaningful
treatment in the record(s) of interest.

LICENSING SUPPORT SYSTEM

LINKAGE -
A relationship between two or more records constructed in a PASS relational database table. Linkages may be
one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one, or many-to-many.

LOGIC STRUCTURE (PAPD Steps 3a, 3b, and 7; TOP-001-02, Attachment A, Sections 5 (Background), 6.7,
11.8, 12 (Background and Content); Attachment C) -

A textual or graphic representation of the logical interrelationships between Program Architecture elements of
the same type. Logic structures are developed for REGULATORY ELEMENTS OF PROOF, TECHNICAL

REVIEW COMPONENTS, and COMPLIANCE DETERMINATIONMETHODS as a minimum. Graphic logic
structures are prepared in two forms: a conventional Boolean network format and a binary format. The latter
is the basis for input to the PADB.

MI - Compliance Determination Methods Integration

MISSION (See SYSTEM MISSION)

NC - Compliance Determination Method

NR - Selected Uncertainty Reduction Method

NS - Compliance Determination Strategy
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NUCLEAR WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM -
The system for the disposal of high-level radioactive waste (including spent fuel) in a manner that is

environmentally acceptable and protects the public health and safety. The system includes the geologic

repository, transportation system, and pre-emplacement (e.g., spent fuel rod consolidation), packaging and

storage capabilities that may be required.

NWPA - Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, 42 U.S.C. 10101

NWPAA - Nuclear Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1987

0I - Open Items

OPEN ITEMS (PAPD Steps 7, 8, 11, 13, 14, 15a, 17, and 19)PA -
Program Architecture

OVERALL NRC PROGRAMS (TP) (PAPD Step 18; TOP-001-02, Attachment A, Section 24.1) -

For the purposes of Program Architecture analysis, an Overall NRC Program is the complete set of activities

and associated resources necessary to accomplish one of the following:

1. Satisfy all Composite Information Requirements identified for the High-Level Waste Management Program.

2. Implement and complete the reduction methods for all NRC Composite Uncertainties identified for the High-

Level Waste Management Program.
3. Implement and complete the Compliance Determination Methods associated with all identified Regulatory

Requirements for the High-Level Waste Management Program.
4. Implement and complete the performance of independent and/or confirmatory research relative to selected

Information Requirements, Uncertainty Reduction Methods and/or Compliance Determination Methods.

PA - Program Architecture

PADB - Program Architecture (Relational) Database

PAPD - Program Architecture Process Diagram (see TOP-001, Figure 1.)

PARENT -

The next higher level element in the SRA hierarchy of elements; the SRA element from which the subject
element was derived.

PASS - Program Architecture Support System (see definition below)

PASS IDENTIFICATION NUMBER -
An index number assigned from blocks of numbers provided by the Center to the developers of Regulatory

Requirements. It serves as a means to identify, relate and retrieve Regulatory Requirements and associated

Program Architecture Database (PADB) records. The form for a Regulatory Requirement is always RRxxxx,

where xxxx is a four-digit number with leading zeros, if necessary. For other PADB records, the form is

always RRxxxx/YYxxxx, where YY is a standard, two-letter code for the type of record (e.g., EP for Individual

Regulatory Element of Proof, UN for an Individual Uncertainty).

PI - Regulatory Elements of Proof Integration

POSTULATED UNCERTAINTY REDUCTION LANGUAGE (PURL) (PAPD step 15a; TOP-O01-02, Attachment

A, Section 18) -

The presumed revision of a rule if the uncertainty identified in that rule were to be reduced through rulemaking.
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It should be noted that in postulating the revised language, no decision has been made on how to implement the
reduction; e.g., rulemaking, technical position, or other NRC regulatory instrument.

POTENTIAL COMPOSITE UNCERTAINTY (CU) (PAPD Step 10; TOP-001-02, Attachment A, Section 15) -
An UNCERTAINTY constructed from, in general, the most demanding properties from a set of correlated,
highly similar Individual NRC Potential UNCERTAINTIES of the same type. A Potential COMPOSITE
UNCERTAINTY becomes the focus for NRC Uncertainty Reduction Method Analysis based on the principle
that the resulting method will acceptably reduce the Individual UNCERTAINTIES of the set. If the composite
of the most demanding properties of a set exhibits infeasible magnitudes or mixes of conditions/parameters,
the preferred solution is to divide the set into two or more sets. ONLY UNCERTAINTIES FOR WHICH THE
NRC IS THE SOURCE MAY BE USED IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF A NRC POTENTIAL COMPOSITE
UNCERTAINTY.

POTENTIAL COMPOSITE UNCERTAINTY REDUCTIONS METHODS (RA) (PAPD step 15a; TOP-001-02,
Attachment A, Section 18) -

How the Potential COMPOSITE TECHNICAL, INSTITUTIONAL or REGULATORY UNCERTAINTY will
be reduced. The UNCERTAINTY REDUCTION METHOD analysis involves the synthesis, definition,
evaluation, recommendation and NRC review of alternative methods for reduction of a given Potential
COMPOSITE UNCERTAINTY.

PROGRAM ARCHITECTURE (PA) -
The overall system description for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission High-Level Waste (NRC-HLW)
repository licensing system.

The Program Architecture is a systematic computer-assisted approach to analysis of program requirements,
program planning and evaluation, and management. Taken in total, it is the description of the NRC high-level
nuclear waste regulatory program. It is mission-oriented, requirements-based, and proactive, and it provides
the basis for integration of all aspects of the NRC regulatory program under the NWPAA.

Program Architecture comprises: (a) assessment of statutory and regulatory responsibilities by means of
Systematic Regulatory Analysis, (b) program planning, including evaluation of program alternatives and risks,
and (c) program management, including implementation of plans (for providing timely regulatory guidance and
reviews, developing analysis methods, and conducting research), cost and schedule control, integration, and
statusing of progress of work.

PROGRAM ARCHITECTURE RELATIONAL DATABASE (PADB)-
The repository for the principal information necessary to (1) provide guidance and consultation for Department
of Energy (DOE) prelicensing plans and activities and (2) develop and execute the overall NRC regulatory
program for NWPA waste management activities. It is made up of several data and text records whose number
and, in some cases, content may change as amendments of the law, rulemaking or program changes dictate.
Among the records are the complete texts of the applicable statutes and regulations; individual Regulatory
Requirements; Regulatory Elements of Proof and Technical Review Components for such requirements; NRC
Compliance Determination Methods; Uncertainties; Uncertainty Reduction Methods, Information Requirements;
schedules and costs; and summaries of Compliance Demonstration Methods planned by the DOE.

PROGRAM ARCHITECTURE PROCESS DIAGRAM (PAPD)- (see TOP-001, Figure 1.)

PROGRAM ARCHITECTURE SUPPORT SYSTEM -
A computer-based system comprised of (1) the PA Relational Database, (2) the computer hardware and software
necessary to construct, protect, interrogate and manage that database, and (3) the network hardware and software
that allows controlled remote interrogation of the PADB and provides the interfaces with the Licensing Support
System and other remote databases.
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PS - Regulatory Elements of Proof Set

PURL - Postulated Uncertainty Reduction Language (see definition above)

QA - QA Status

QA STATUS (PAPD Steps 1 - 20)

RA - Uncertainty Reduction Methods Analysis

RC - Technical Review Component

REGULATORY ELEMENTS OF PROOF (EP) (PAPD Step 3a; TOP-001-02, Attachment A, Section 5) -
What must be demonstrated to support a conclusion that the REGULATORY REQUIREMENT has been met.
REGULATORY ELEMENTS OF PROOF must be directly stated in the requirement itself. When a Potential
REGULATORY or INSTITUTIONAL UNCERTAINTY exists and rulemaking is a potential uncertainty
reduction method, the revised language of the affected rule must be postulated. When this occurs, the resulting
POSTULATED UNCERTAINTY REDUCTION LANGUAGE (PURL) is developed as a part of the NRC
UNCERTAINTY REDUCTION METHOD (see above).

REGULATORY ELEMENTS OF PROOF INTEGRATION (PI) (PAPD Step 5; TOP-001-02, Attachment A,
Section 7) -

Identification of the Performance Assessment model or analysis to which the Regulatory Elements of Proof set
will be linked to provide (or aid in providing) a satisfactory representation of system pre-closure or post-closure
performance. Regulatory Elements of Proof Integration is extended by the Compliance Determination Methods
Integration described above. Together they offer a potential approach to performance assessment that is based
entirely on the applicable statutes and regulations.

REGULATORY ELEMENTS OF PROOF SET (PS) (PAPD Step 3a; TOP-001-02, Attachment A, Section 5) -
The group of REGULATORY ELEMENTS OF PROOF contained in a single logic structure ("hierarchy"); the
complete group of REGULATORY ELEMENTS OF PROOF derived from a single REGULATORY
REQUIREMENT.

REGULATORY REQUIREMENT (RR) (PAPD Step 2; TOP-001-02, Attachment A, Section 3) -
A statement of a requirement pertaining to the NWPA Nuclear Waste Management System (NWMS), as quoted
from one or more statutes, regulations, or other sources which have the force of law. Each such quotation is
a complete REGULATORY TEXT. Thus, a REGULATORY REQUIREMENT is composed of one or more
closely related REGULATORY TEXTS.

REGULATORY REQUIREMENT PROGRAM SUMMARY (RS) (PAPD Step 20)

REGULATORY TEXT -
an element of a statute, regulation or other source that has the force of law at or above the lowest level to which
an alphanumeric identifier has been assigned. Examples would include 42 U.S.C. 10133(b)(1)(A)(i) and 10
CFR 60.131(a)(1). Elements below this level lose their legal integrity.

REGULATORY UNCERTAINTY (UN) (PAPD Step 4b; TOP-001-02, Attachment A, Section 14)
Lack of certitude as to what is meant by the REGULATORY REQUIREMENT or its REGULATORY
ELEMENTS OF PROOF, or the adequacy, completeness, and/or necessity of the requirement itself.
REGULATORY UNCERTAINTY may stem from lack of clarity in the quoted statement, the omission of an
essential requirement from the regulation, and/or the inclusion of requirements in the regulation that do not
contribute to or detract from the regulatory program.
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An inconsistency with the statute that constitutes the basis of authority for the regulation represents a
REGULATORY UNCERTAINTY. A REGULATORY UNCERTAINTY is also created if a regulation exceeds
its statutory authonty. However, the omission from the regulation of a material part other statue does not create
an UNCERTAINTY since the statute is the senior document.

REGULATORY UNCERTAINTIES are directly derivable only from REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS and
REGULATORY ELEMENTS OF PROOF.

RELATED ISSUES (RI) (Part of PAPD Steps 11 and 12; TOP-001-02, Attachment A, Section 4)
Issues defined by agencies other than NRC that are related in whole or in part to the subject REGULATORY
REQUIREMENT.

REOP - Regulatory Element(s) of Proof (see definition above)

RESEARCH PROGRAM (RP) (PAPD Step 18) -
the complete set of activities and associated resources necessary to implement and complete the performance
of independent and/or confirmatory research relative to selected Information Requirements, Uncertainty
Reduction Methods, and/or Compliance Determination Methods.

RI - Related Issues

RP - Research Program

RR - Regulatory Requirement (see definition above)

RS - Regulatory Requirement Program Summary

RT - Regulatory Text

SAFETY FUNCTIONS -
System functions related to public or worker radiological health and safety, i.e.; those functions that fit within
the NRC regulatory charter.

SELECTED UNCERTAINTY REDUCTION METHOD (NR) (PAPD Step 15a; TOP-001-02, Attachment A,
Section 19)-

The UNCERTAINTY REDUCTION METHOD selected by the NRC for reduction of the Potential
COMPOSITE UNCERTAINTY identified in Record 19b. This includes a description of the individual tasks
necessary for reduction of the UNCERTAINTY to an acceptable level by the selected method.

SITE DEPENDENCY (PAPD Step 4; TOP-001-02, Attachment A, Section 14i)-
Two categories have been defined. 'Generic' relates to those Waste Management System characteristics or
approaches that are in all significant respects independent of the specific location, properties and characteristics
of the site. This includes, for example, the many surface facility layouts and the steps in the waste handling
process that would be substantially the same for any selected site.

'Site Specific' includes those system characteristics or approaches that to a significant degree are dependent on
the properties and characteristics of the site; e.g., structural design for seismic characteristics, waste package
material selection.

SRA - Systematic Regulatory Analysis

STATUTORY BASIS (PAPD Step 2, TOP-001-02, Attachment A, Section 3.5b) -
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The section of the authorizing statute that is the basis for the subject REGULATORY TEXT.

SUPPORT EXPERTISE (PAPD Step 7; TOP-001-02, Attachment A, Section 12g) -
The principal area(s) of expertise judged to be needed in addition to the Essential Expertise for actions related
to an individual NRC COMPLIANCE DETERMINATION METHOD.

SURFACE (As used in the Repository Functional Analysis) -
'Surface,' in this application, is intended to include potential near-surface facilities and/or equipment such as
buried utility lines, foundations, bunkers, and shallow underground facilities.

SYSTEM MISSION -
The purpose of the system; i.e., the specific end objective(s) the system is intended to accomplish.

SYSTEMATIC REGULATORY ANALYSIS -
That portion of the Program Architecture that assesses the statutory and regulatory responsibilities of the NRC
in a comprehensive, structured manner. This assessment is controlled by appropriate technical operating

procedures. SRA begins with the identification of statutory and regulatory requirements relevant to the high-

level nuclear waste management system. This system includes one or more mined geologic repositories, interim
storage facilities, and nuclear waste transportation casks. The SRA proceeds through the development of
strategies and methods for assessing compliance with the requirements, the identification and evaluation of
uncertainties that may be associated with the requirements, the development of methods for reducing such
uncertainties, and the identification of information requirements for compliance determination consistent with
each strategy and for uncertainty reduction.

Systematic Regulatory Analysis (SRA) is that portion of the Program Architecture which assesses the statutory
and regulatory responsibilities of the NRC in a comprehensive, structured manner. This assessment is controlled
by appropriate technical operating procedures.

SRA begins with the identification of statutory and regulatory requirements relevant to the high-level nuclear
waste management system. This system includes one or more mined geologic repositories, interim storage
facilities, and nuclear waste transportation tasks. The SRA proceeds through the identification and evaluation

of uncertainties that may be associated with the requirements, and development of methods for reducing such
uncertainties. In addition, the strategy and methods for assessing compliance with the requirements are
developed as part of the SRA. Information requirements are developed consistent with the compliance
determination strategy.

TECHNICAL OPERATING PROCEDURE (relative to Program Architecture) -
One of a series of documents prepared by WSE&I to provide instructions and the necessary controls for conduct

of Program Architecture analysis, and the development and maintenance of the PADB. The parent procedure is

TOP-001.

TECHNICAL REVIEW COMPONENTS (RC) (PAPD Step 3b; TOP-001-02, Attachment A, Section 6) -
TECHNICAL REVIEW COMPONENTS (TRC) are (1) the results of investigations/analyses to be provided by the
applicant as proof of compliance (i.e., the technical material necessary to review a DOE demonstration of
compliance and/or to support a NRC determination of compliance with the Individual REGULATORY ELEMENT
OF PROOF), and (2) the supporting material necessary to verify the technical adequacy of those
investigative/analytical results.

The 'technical adequacy' of results used for compliance demonstration and/or determination includes the validity
and applicability of the method (e.g., the theory; investigative or analytical method; analytical uncertainties;

model), and the adequacy of the data used (e.g., measurement techniques and instrumentation, measurement
uncertainties, data collection procedures [including quality assurance provisions], realism of environment
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simulation, sample size, spatial and temporal distribution of measurements).

TECHNICAL REVIEW COMPONENTS SET (TS) (PAPD Step 3b; TOP-O01-02, Attachment A, Section 6) -
The group of TECHNICAL REVIEW COMPONENTS contained in a single logic structure related to (and
denved from) a single 'parent' REGULATORY ELEMENT OF PROOF.

TECHNICAL UNCERTAINTY (UN) (PAPD Step 4c; TOP-001-02, Attachment A, Section 14) -
Lack of certitude as to (1) how to demonstrate (DOE action) or determine (NRC action) compliance, (2) how
to acceptably reduce a previously identified TECHNICAL UNCERTAINTY, or (3) how to obtain the requisite
information for either purpose.

A TECHNICAL UNCERTAINTY is created by the absence of a defined and accepted means to resolve a
technical program need. TECHNICAL UNCERTAINTIES are derivable from DOE COMPLIANCE
DEMONSTRATION METHODS. NRC COMPLIANCE DETERMINATION METHODS, UNCERTAINTY
REDUCTION METHODS and INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS.

TOP - Technical Operating Procedure

TOPIC -
The principal subject of a given PA element (e.g., REGULATORY REQUIREMENT, TECHNICAL REVIEW
COMPONENT, COMPOSITE UNCERTAINTY).

TOTAL (NRC) PROGRAM (TP) (PAPD Step 20; TOP-001-02, Attachment A, Section 24.3) -
The total NRC program for High-Level Waste Management. It includes the four Overall Programs (Information
Requirements, Uncertainty Reduction, Compliance Determination, and Research). It is produced by the
integration of the individual Regulatory Requirement Programs including their interactions, resources, and
schedules. It is displayed in a set of CPM networks.

TP - Total NRC Program

TRANSFER (As used in the Repository Functional Analysis) -
A movement of waste within a given major facility that is attendant to the processes performed at that facility.
(See TRANSPORT)

TRANSPORT (As used in the Repository Functional Analysis) -
A trans-shipment of waste between major facilities by, for example, railcar or heavy truck. (See TRANSFER)

TRC - Technical Review Components

TS - Technical Review Components Set

UC - Uncertainty Components

UN - Uncertainty

UNCERTAINTY (UN) (PAPD Step 4 and part of Steps 11 and 12; TOP-001-02, Attachment A, Section 14) -
Generally, a perceived insufficiency relate to a rule or a specific technical method. There are three specific
types of Uncertainties (all defined independently in this Attachment): Institutional, Regulatory and Technical.

In the context of regulatory analysis for the high-level waste program, an uncertainty is, generally, a lack of
sureness as to meaning or a perceived insufficiency in a specific item. There are three specific types of
Uncertainties:
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Institutional Uncertainty - Lack of certitude regarding (1) the roles, missions, actions, and schedules of
agencies with Regulatory Requirements that affect the high-level waste regulatory program, (2) the impacts
of those RR, or (3) the integration of those RR with the NRC regulatory program.

Regulatorv Uncertainty - Lack of certitude as to what is meant by the Regulatory Requirement or its
Regulatory Elements of Proof, or the clarity, adequacy, completeness, and/or necessity of the requirement
itself. Regulatory Uncertainty also may be related to the logical relationship of two or more Regulatory
Elements of Proof.

Technical Uncertainty - Lack of technical certitude as to (1) how to demonstrate (DOE action) or determine
(NRC action) compliance, (2) how to acceptably reduce a previously identified Technical Uncertainty, or
(3) how to obtain the requisite information for either purpose. A Technical Uncertainty is created by the
absence of a defined and accepted means to resolve a technical program need.

UNCERTAINTY REDUCTION METHOD (RA) (see Potential COMPOSITE UNCERTAINTY REDUCTION
METHOD)

UNCERTAINTY REDUCTION METHODS ANALYSIS (RA) (PAPD Step 15a; TOP-001-02, Attachment A,
Section 18)-

The synthesis, definition, evaluation, recommendation and NRC review of alternative methods for reduction of
a given Potential COMPOSITE UNCERTAINTY. (See also NRC SELECTED UNCERTAINTY REDUCTION
METHOD).

UNCERTAINTY REDUCTION PROGRAM (NU) (PAPD Step 18) -
The complete set of activities and associated resources necessary to implement and complete the reduction
methods for all NRC Composite Uncertainties identified for the High-Level Waste Management Program.

UP - Uncertainty Reduction Program

URM - Uncertainty Reduction Method(s) (see Potential COMPOSITE UNCERTAINTY REDUCTION METHOD
definition above)
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SOURCE DATA

ANALYST: WILBUR, R L
SUBMISSION DATE: 10/20/90
REVISION DATE: 10/20/90
INPUT FILE: RR0 02
INPUT FILE VERSION: R04
__________________________________________________________________________

KEYWORDS:
RETRIEVABILITY OF WASTE
WASTE RETRIEVAL

APPLICABLE PERIOD: OPERATIONS
REGULATORY AGENCY: NRC
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Included Regulatory Text Citation: 10CFR60 111 (b) (1)
REVISION DATE: 01/1990
PRIMARY CITATION? (Y/N): Y
PURL? (Y/N): N

tatutory Basis for Inclusion
W42USC10141 (b) (1) (B) 01/1983

Rationale for Inclusion
This is the only text in 10CFR60 which deals solely and generally
with retrieval. Other texts either deal with retrieval along with
other subjects in the course of addressing another major issue,
or they refer to only limited aspects of retrieval, such as the
design of openings in the underground facility, or radiation
standards for restricted areas. This text mentions or implies
engineering design, radiation safety, performance confirmation,
retrieval schedule, backfilling, and permanent closure, which are
the major issues involved in retrieval. Information in NUREG-0804
and NWPAA on retrieval deals with related, basic issues when it
states that the ability to retrieve waste packages is to be
incorporated into the design of the repository, but that is
should not unnecessarily complicate, or dominate, the repository
design. (References 10 and 20 of UN0001) R. L. Wilbur, 6 November
1989.

CANDIDATE UNCERTAINTY PASS ID:RR0002/UN0001

Tncluded Regulatory Text Citation: 10CFR 60 111 (b) (3)
REVISION DATE: 01/1990
PRIMARY CITATION? (Y/N): Y
PURL? (Y/N): N

Statutory Basis for Inclusion
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42USC10141 (b) (1) (B) 01/1983

Rationale for Inclusion
This paragraph explains what is meant by "reasonable schedule in
paragraph 60.111(b)(1). D.S. Moulton, Dec. 18, 1989

Included Regulatory Text Citation: 1OCFR60 21 (c) (12)
REVISION DATE: 01/1990
PRIMARY CITATION? (Y/N): N
PURL? (Y/N): N

Statutory Basis for Inclusion
42USC10141 (b) (1) (B) 01/1983

Rationale for Inclusion
The safety Analysis Report denotes the requirements for
structures, systems, and components important to safety to ensure
that waste isolation is preserved. This regulatory text addresses
the alternative condition that if for one reason or another, the
repository is unsuitable for disposal, the option of retrieval
has been anticipated and plans for executing retrieval exist in
the Safety Analysis Report. R. L. Wilbur, 9 October 1990

Included Regulatory Text Citation: 10CFR60 46 (a) (1)
REVISION DATE: 01/1990
PRIMARY CITATION? (Y/N): N
PURL? (Y/N): N

Statutory Basis for Inclusion
42USC10141 (b) (1) (B) 01/1983

Rationale for Inclusion
The retrievability option is protected by requiring license
amendment for any activities which would either preclude it or
increase its difficulty. D. S. Moulton, 20 Nov. 1989

Included Regulatory Text Citation: 1OCFR60 131 (b) (7)
REVISION DATE: 01/1990
PRIMARY CITATION? (Y/N): N
PURL? (Y/N): N

Statutory Basis for Inclusion
42USC10141 (b) (1) (B) 01/1983

Rationale for Inclusion
This paragraph provides detail for paragraph 60.111(b) by setting
forth design requirements for retrieval system to prevent a
nuclear criticality accident. R. L. Wilbur, Dec. 18, 1989

Included Regulatory Text Citation: 10CFR60 131 (b) (10)
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REVISION DATE: 01/1990
PRIMARY CITATION? (Y/N): N
PURL? (Y/N): N

Statutory Basis for Inclusion
42USC10141 (b) (1) (B) 01/1983

Rationale for Inclusion
A means of conveyance to handle the waste is important to the
retrievability process. While ramps are not discussed in the
above regulatory text, the same provisions for safety regarding
location, indication and safety interlocks implemented during
emplacement of waste must apply. Therefore, this text is
included. R. L. Wilbur, 9 October 1990

Included Regulatory Text Citation: 10CFR60 132 (a)
REVISION DATE: 01/1990
PRIMARY CITATION? (Y/N): N
PURL? (Y/N): N

Statutory Basis for Inclusion
k2USC10141 (b) (1) (B) 01/1983

Rationale for Inclusion
The design of surface facilities is required to allow safe
handling and storage of retrieved wastes. D. S. Moulton, 6 Nov.
1989

Included Regulatory Text Citation: 10CFR60 133 (c)
REVISION DATE: 01/1990
PRIMARY CITATION? (Y/N): N
PURL? (Y/N): N

Statutory Basis for Inclusion
42USC10141 (b) (1) (B) 01/1983

Rationale for Inclusion
This requirements lists permitting retrieval of waste as one of
the design criteria for the underground facility. It ensures that
the retrieval option will not be precluded by the design selected
for the underground facility. R. L. Wilbur, 6 Nov. 1989

Included Regulatory Text Citation: 10CFR60 133 (e) (1)
REVISION DATE: 01/1990
PRIMARY CITATION? (Y/N): N
PURL? (Y/N): N

Statutory Basis for Inclusion
42USC10141 (b) (1) (B) 01/1983

,,Rationale for Inclusion
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The design of openings in the underground facility .s required to
be made such that the retrievability option is maintained. The
requirement ensures that the retrieval Option will not be
precluded by the design selected for the openings in the
underground facility. D. S. Moulton, 6 Nov. 1989

Included Regulatory Text Citation: 10CFR60 133 (i)
REVISION DATE: 01/1990
PRIMARY CITATION? (Y/N): N
PURL? (Y/N): N

Statutory Basis for Inclusion
42USC10141 (b) (1) (B) 01/1983

Rationale for Inclusion
This requirement ensures that the retrievability option, a
performance objective, is not precluded by predicted thermal and
thermomechanical response of the host rock, surrounding strata,
and groundwater system. Thermal loading must be evaluated
regarding the effects on the waste package since emplacement.
Thermal loading may also affect the time required to retrieve the
emplaced waste. Thermal loading must be considered for the
retrievability option so that structures, systems and components
may be evaluated for use under the environmentally extreme

* conditions. R. L. Wilbur, 9 October 1989

Included Regulatory Text Citation: 10CFR60 135 (b) *
REVISION DATE: 01/1990
PRIMARY CITATION? (Y/N): N
PURL? (Y/N): N

Statutory Basis for Inclusion
42USC10141 (b) (1) (B) 01/1983

Rationale for Inclusion
This requirement ensures that the waste package meets the
following requirements. (1) Any chemically reactive materials in
the waste package will not adversely compromise the integrity of
the waste package thereby precluding the retrievability option.
Explosive and pyrophoric materials within the waste packages
could be a problem for retrievability because they could cause
the waste packages to rupture and a ruptured waste package would
be a potential hazard to personnel. (2) The waste packages do not
contain any free liquids which would accelerate the chemical
interactive processes and adversely compromise the integrity of
the waste packages thereby precluding the retrievability option.
(3) The waste packages can be handled during retrieval. (4) The
waste package identification requirement places a
retrieval-related design requirement on the labeling system for
the waste packages. R. L. Wilbur, 9 October 1990

Included Regulatory Text Citation: 1OCFR60 111 (a)
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REVISION DATE: 01/1990
PRIMARY CITATION? (Y/N): N
PURL? (Y/N): N

Statutory Basis for Inclusion
42USC10141 (b) (1) (B) 01/ 1983

Rationale for Inclusion
The regulatory text cited above is the primary text of another
regulatory requirement (See Regulatory Requirement RR0004) and Ls
included in this one because it is cited by 10 CFR 60.133(c). R.
L. Wilbur, 9 October 1990

Excluded Regulatory Text Citation: 10CFR60 111 (b) (2)
REVISION DATE: 01/1990

Rationale for Exclusion of Regulatory Text
Requirement RROO02, because the text does not place any
requirements on the DOE. R. L. Wilbur, 26 March 1990

Excluded Regulatory Text Citation: 10CFR60 133 (e) (2)
REVISION DATE: 01/1990

Rationale for Exclusion of Regulatory Text
Requirement RR0002, because designing to reduce the potential f-r
deleterious rock movement, or fracturing, may have no direct
impact on the ultimate feasibility of waste retrieval. In
summary, the overall design must permit retrieval despite any
degree of movement and fracturing. R. L. Wilbur, 30 April 1990
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